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Edward Said’s ill-judged exclusion of the Russian Empire from his study of 
the unequal intellectual relationship between Europe and Asia has proved 
both a blessing and a curse for historians of Russian imperialism. On the one 
hand, it has contributed to the very late development of a postcolonial sensi-
bility in this fi eld, as some scholars have persisted with the Soviet-era line that 
an assimilationist Russia was not a colonial power. On the other hand, the 
absence of any canonical text to be either worshipped or refuted has allowed 
historians of Russia to develop their own, more subtle models for examining 
cultural imperialism, which may one day turn out to be more useful than 
Said’s, not just for Russia, but also for the other European empires. Whilst 
there have been a number of excellent articles on the subject (some of them 
earlier versions of chapters here), Russian Orientalism is the best general book-
length contribution to this debate to have appeared so far. Schimmelpenninck 
van der Oye is venturing into territory often characterized by incomprehen-
sible jargon and bad-tempered polemic, and thankfully eschews both. This 
elegantly-written, even-handed study instead seeks to give an empirical 
account of Russia’s intellectual relationship with Asia since the late seven-
teenth century. Pulled towards Europe by her Christian faith, and towards 
Asia by the legacy of the Mongol conquest, ‘Russia looked at the East through 
many lenses. This book focuses on two of them, Orientology (vostokovedenie) and 
culture’ (p. 10) 

Whilst the fi rst of these two ‘lenses’ is manageable and well-defi ned, it is 
also located within the latter, which is vast, amorphous and altogether too 
gigantic a subject for a volume of this relatively modest size. The best sections 
of the book are accordingly those which look at the work of academic 
Orientalists (I understand Schimmelpenninck van der Oye’s desire to eschew 
this term, thanks to the pejorative connotations it has acquired, but I still 
believe that it can be rehabilitated) and the development of the discipline of 
Oriental Studies in Russia. The chapters on the ‘Kazan School’, ‘Missionary 
Orientology’ and the fl owering of the Oriental Faculty of St Petersburg 
University in the late nineteenth century are outstanding intellectual history, 
rigorous and carefully researched, but also animated by a keen eye for human 
detail and a gently humorous tone. Some characters leap off the page, notably 
the merry Chuvash missionary, Iakinf Bichurin, the founder of Russian 
Sinology, and the Russifi ed Pole Osip Senkovskii, the fi rst Professor of Arabic 
at St Petersburg University, whose acid pen outraged both high society and 
his academic colleagues elsewhere in Europe. Alongside these fi gures, more 
staid but equally distinguished scholars such as Baron Viktor Rosen and 
Sergei Oldenburg also receive detailed attention, and the book provides a 
valuable account of the institutional development of Russian Orientalism 
within the academy, fi rst at Kazan´ University and then in St Petersburg.

Regrettably, but understandably, Schimmelpenninck van der Oye is unable 
to bring the same level of detail to his examination of all the other various 
cultural ramifi cations of Russia’s complex relationship with the Orient. The 



sections on the Romantic response of writers such as Pushkin and Lermontov 
to the landscape and people of the Caucasus, on the obsession of the poets 
and writers of St Petersburg’s Silver Age with Russia’s supposed ‘Mongol’ 
identity, and on the fantasies of the émigré ‘Eurasianists’ have little new 
to add to the vast quantity of earlier work on the subject. Some of the 
individual cameos, in particular his description of the career and paintings 
of Vasilii Vereshchagin (pp. 74–91) and of the life and works of the composer 
Alexander Borodin (pp. 204–10) are much more detailed, but overall the 
coverage is inevitably somewhat imbalanced. However, it suffi ces to give some 
general background to the book’s main aim of charting the development 
of Orientalism as a discipline, so this does not detract too greatly from its 
value.

The entertaining narrative, character descriptions and analysis of paintings, 
literary works and scholarship inform an argument about the nature of 
Russian Orientalism that is developed from chapter to chapter. Whilst many 
Russian writers and thinkers (particularly missionaries) were hostile to Asians 
and to non-Christians and considered the ‘Orient’ to be separate from 
Russian civilization, Schimmelpenninck van der Oye argues that this never 
developed into a consistent ideology of ‘othering’. This was partly because a 
high proportion of early Russian orientalists were themselves of ‘Oriental’ 
origin, notably Mirza Alexander Kazem-Bek, a Persian from Resht who was 
converted to Christianity by Scottish missionaries in Astrakhan and eventu-
ally became a Professor at Kazan´ University. It was also because of the com-
plex identity of outwardly Russian fi gures such as Borodin, the illegitimate son 
of a Georgian prince who also had Tatar ancestors. Whilst his In the Steppes of 
Central Asia, with its classically Orientalist phrasing and underlying narrative 
of Russian imperial conquest, might seem to be a textbook example of the 
exoticization and subjugation of the Orient, the composer’s own mixed 
heritage complicates this somewhat, although perhaps not as much as 
Schimmelpenninck van der Oye suggests (p. 200).

Whilst overall the argument that the Russian view of Asia was ambivalent 
and almost never consistently hostile is convincing, the same could also be said 
of British, French or German Orientalism. One of the major failings of Said’s 
original work, apart from his failure to consider either Germany or Russia, 
was his view of Occidental Culture as a monolith, always sure of itself 
and certain of what it was not. This was never true for any part of Europe. 
Equally it is rare for scholars to devote their lives to the study of subjects they 
dislike and despise, and there are clear parallels between (for instance) the 
critical attitude of the Indologist Sergei Oldenburg towards European colonial 
arrogance and the persecution of Russia’s ethnic and religious minorities 
(p. 194), and that of the British Persianist Edward Granville Browne. Some 
more comparisons would have given a clearer impression of just what is dis-
tinctive about the Russian case. Furthermore, whilst he skilfully shows how 
many Russian intellectuals and scholars felt that the ‘Orient’ was somehow a 
part of their own make-up, and did not consider it to be a separate sphere, 
offi cial attitudes were generally very different. At various points (pp. 120, 197) 
Schimmelpenninck van der Oye acknowledges that the development of 
Oriental Studies in Russia was closely linked to the needs of the Russian state, 



with its rapidly expanding empire in Asia, something which does chime with 
key elements of Said’s original arguments. The personal hostility or indiffer-
ence of individual scholars to the imperial enterprise is less important than the 
use which the state can make of the knowledge they produce and the people 
they train in its colonial enterprises, and in this respect Russia would appear 
not only to conform to the Saidian paradigm, but — given the much greater 
role played by the state in intellectual life than in Western Europe — to do 
so more thoroughly than either Britain or France. It is probably true that 
less exalted institutions such as Moscow’s Lazarevskii Institute played a more 
important role than the Oriental faculties at Kazan´ and St Petersburg, but 
this is something that could have been explored further.

Those seeking a comprehensive theoretical contribution on the place of 
Russia in the debates surrounding Said’s Orientalism and postcolonial studies 
may be disappointed by this book, but it successfully avoids both tired clichés 
about Russian exceptionalism (of the kind provided by Orlando Figes in 
Natasha’s Dance, London, 2002) and the unquestioning application of Said’s 
ideas to the Russian case (as seen in Kalpana Sahni’s polemical Crucifying the 
Orient, Bangkok, 1997). Instead, Schimmelpenninck van der Oye has given us 
a volume which provides by far the most comprehensive history in English of 
the academic discipline of Orientalism in Russia, with an overall thesis on 
Russia’s relationship with Asia which, despite some limitations, is reasonable 
and convincing. Russian Orientalism is also very well-written, accessible and 
entertaining, and ought to appeal to a wider reading public beyond 
academia.

School of History Alexander Morrison
University of Liverpool
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ety as a whole” took place in order to “master the Rus-
sian national past for the purposes of the present” (p.
193). The infamous Short Course in the History of the
USSR , first published in 1937, reinvented Peter as the
first Russian modernizer. It also presented a view of
Ivan as the initiator of state consolidation, imperial ex-
pansion, modernization, and enlightenment, all policies
that Peter continued. Although the Short Course did not
entirely ignore Ivan’s or Peter’s violence, it did over-
whelmingly present the two as great rulers. The culmi-
nation of this Stalin-era rehabilitation, as Platt notes,
came in Sergei Eisenstein’s uncompleted film trilogy
Ivan the Terrible, which was significant because, in the
author’s innovative interpretation, the films brought
“the affective foundations of greatness in the disavowal
of terror” that had developed over a century to light (p.
233). Eisenstein grasped the myth of Ivan that had de-
veloped over time and made films that went “beyond
historical allegory to offer an allegory of historical al-
legory” (p. 246).

This brilliant book is packed full of rich insights and
important ideas. Platt’s conclusion explains how Ivan
and Peter continue to be important in post-Soviet cul-
ture. While historians such as Maureen Perrie and
Nicholas V. Riasanovsky have written about Ivan’s and
Peter’s individual impacts on Russian memory, Platt
tackles them together in order to demonstrate how they
have served as central symbols in the evolving construc-
tion of collective identity in Russia.

STEPHEN M. NORRIS

Miami University of Ohio

DAVID SCHIMMELPENNINCK VAN DER OYE. Russian Ori-
entalism: Asia in the Russian Mind from Peter the Great
to the Emigration. New Haven: Yale University Press.
2010. Pp. xi, 298. $40.00.

VERA TOLZ. Russia’s Own Orient: The Politics of Identity
and Oriental Studies in the Late Imperial and Early Soviet
Periods. (Oxford Studies in Modern European History.)
New York: Oxford University Press. 2011. Pp. 203.
$99.00.

Even as studies of Russia’s Asian expansion have pro-
liferated over the last decade, the field remains in its
conceptual infancy. Important empirical contributions,
including these works by Vera Tolz and David Schim-
melpenninck van der Oye, continue to fixate on Edward
Said’s Orientalism (1978) and its applicability to Russia.
Tolz and Schimmelpenninck van der Oye highlight the
importance of Russia’s eastern periphery and Asia
more broadly to imperial Russian culture and politics.
Concepts of and relationships with the “East” emerged
as critical measuring sticks for tsarist elites, uncertain
of their place in a modern world. Both authors offer
unabashedly sympathetic portrayals of scholars and
writers characterized as “Orientologists,” a term Tolz
coined due to her belief that Said’s work has unfairly
tarred the term “Orientalist.” Orientologists, for Tolz

and Schimmelpenninck van der Oye, sought to elevate
Asia’s status in Russia’s imagination and politics and
uplift its peoples and cultures to a place of respect not
only in St. Petersburg, but also across the Western
world. Their efforts, the authors argue, were unique in
imperial Europe and foreshadowed the national rights
that eastern minorities enjoyed in the Soviet Union.

Schimmelpenninck van der Oye’s work proceeds as a
series of vignettes of eighteenth- and nineteenth-cen-
tury authors, missionaries, linguists, and intellectuals
whose careers were intimately bound with “Asia,”
stretching here from the Ottoman Empire to the Cau-
casus to China. Tolz focuses more specifically on the
late nineteenth-century Faculty of Oriental Studies at
St. Petersburg University. Both authors argue that this
faculty’s prestige symbolized Asia’s importance to the
tsarist state as well as the educated public; Schimmel-
penninck van der Oye notes that of St. Petersburg Uni-
versity’s fifty-eight full professors, nine were housed in
Oriental Studies. Both highlight these and other Ori-
entologists of non-Russian ethnicity. Viktor Romanov-
ich Rozen, the faculty’s dean, was a Baltic German; his
disciples, many of whom were raised on the empire’s
periphery, had mixed backgrounds that included
French and Scottish blood. Schimmelpenninck van der
Oye notes the Turkic Caucasian background of Prot-
estant convert Mirza Aleksandr Kasimovich Kazim-
Bek, who led the study of eastern cultures and lan-
guages in mid-nineteenth-century Kazan.

This non-Russian presence is striking, though the au-
thors highlight it primarily as proof in itself of the
uniqueness of Russian Orientalism. Rozen, Kazim-
Bek, and others ostensibly brought sensitive views of
Asia to Russians. One Orthodox priest in Schimmel-
penninck van der Oye’s work spent years in China min-
istering to a small group of Cossacks who served the
Qing dynasty and wrote prolifically on the country with
“relative sympathy” (p. 150). Tolz’s Orientologists not
only studied languages and manuscripts but also
brought Buddhist Buryats and other minority peoples
of tsarist Asia to St. Petersburg as “research assistants”
in a two-way learning process. Others, including N. Ia.
Marr, worked with small Caucasus minorities to assert
national rights. Tolz sees a “particular kind of political
and cultural space where there was no boundary be-
tween the ‘East’ and the ‘West’ ” (p. 5). Both highlight
the fluid physical borders between Europe and Asia in
the tsarist empire, where Russian and Tatar peoples co-
existed in cities like Kazan.

Schimmelpenninck van der Oye’s stories highlight
Asia’s importance to obscure scholars and leading pol-
iticians and authors alike. Catherine the Great’s seven-
month tour of Crimea, accompanied by Western dig-
nitaries, presented Russia’s newly conquered territory
as evidence of its status as a European empire over ex-
otic Asian peoples in what the author characterizes as
a typical Orientalist endeavor. By the nineteenth cen-
tury, however, Western and Russian views of the East
diverged. Aleksandr Sergeyevich Pushkin, who fol-
lowed in Lord Byron’s footsteps with his portrayals of
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an exoticized east, increasingly viewed his “Asian” sub-
jects, primarily Caucasus mountain peoples, as a sym-
biosis of European self and other and praised warrior
honesty and bravery untainted by tsarist corruption and
oppression. Pushkin, unlike Western authors, main-
tained a “deep respect for Asian civilization” (Schim-
melpenninck van der Oye, p. 227).

Schimmelpenninck van der Oye’s and Tolz’s most ef-
fective arguments for Russian Orientology’s unique-
ness lies in the extent to which Asia became implicated
in the relationship between the tsarist empire and the
rest of Europe. To counteract national feelings of in-
feriority, Tolz’s scholars strained to present Russian in-
teraction with Asian peoples in a favorable light, con-
trasting with the cruelty of ostensibly more advanced
Western states. Such a discourse presaged a late nine-
teenth-century movement to present Russia as a
“unique symbiosis” of western and eastern peoples
(Tolz, p. 58). Tolz argues that this language conditioned
the actions of St. Petersburg’s Orientologists, who be-
came advocates for Asian minorities’ political and cul-
tural inclusion within the empire. Orientologists’ guid-
ance conditioned proto-nationalist movements across
the empire. Schimmelpenninck van der Oye highlights
a more complicated relationship after Russia’s defeat
by Japan in 1905, when Asia appeared to lurk every-
where for Silver Age authors and poets, primarily but
not always as a threat. As Russia’s place in the modern
world grew ever less certain, the dangers of having
mixed Europe and Asia became apparent. Andrei Bely
facetiously credited continued cross-continental con-
tact as having produced a “Mongol state” led by Ro-
manov tsars (Schimmelpenninck van der Oye, p. 218).
Alexander Blok saw contemporary Asia as a creeping
threat to Russia’s urban, European civilization but, as
he steeped himself in Hindu and Buddhist thought, also
as a path for an impotent regime and unstable country
to reinvent itself. Other authors argued that Russians
needed to awaken their Scythian blood, linking them-
selves to a fabled nomadic tribe who roamed the Eur-
asian steppe millennia ago.

Scholars of the Orient maintained a complicated re-
lationship with the state, which supported their intel-
lectual efforts but demanded “useful knowledge” to fa-
cilitate imperial rule. Implicitly drawing analogies to
the post-9/11 era, Schimmelpenninck van der Oye and
Tolz detail their protagonists’ struggles to further their
own scholarship independent of government priorities
that focused on modern languages and imperial admin-
istration. Scholars nonetheless grew upset when their
work was ignored by the state, and some moved be-
tween the two worlds. Nikolai Ilminskii went from the
“anti-Islam” section of Kazan University to a chair in
mathematics before assuming a position with the tsarist
borderlands commission, where he formulated an ed-
ucational system for steppe Kazakhs that would pre-
cipitate assimilation (Schimmelpenninck van der Oye,
p. 137). The Society of Russian “Orientologists” (Ori-
entalistov) declared itself “free from political goals” but
readily participated in government expeditions (Tolz, p.

74). Tolz might have further pursued the complex re-
lationship between tsarist state and society, but prefers
to highlight scholars’ positions as relatively autono-
mous actors seeking to destroy boundaries between
East and West.

Both authors’ engagement of Said draws them away
from the nuances of their own work. In large part this
is due to their characterization of Orientalism and sub-
sequent postcolonial scholarship in their crudest forms.
For Schimmelpenninck van der Oye, “Said’s darker vi-
sion of Occidental contempt and fear of the Orient
dominates thinking about the subject today” (p. 7).
Both authors content themselves with arguing that their
Orientologists’ empathy and fascination with Asia at
once renders them unique among Orientalists of their
time and upsets the Saidian paradigm. Such arguments
ignore Said’s nuanced discussion of scholars of the East
such as Gustave Flaubert in Orientalism. Neither sys-
tematically engages postcolonial scholarship. Tolz finds
it sufficient to state that, “because the specific context
of South Asia has so strongly shaped academic under-
standing of the issue, contemporary scholars have come
to believe that, given the inherent inequality between
colonizers and colonized, the two could not be genuine
partners in the production of knowledge” (p. 132).
Schimmelpenninck van der Oye represents eighteenth-
century Moldavian Prince Dmitrie Cantemir’s account
of Constantinople’s fall in 1453 and nineteenth-century
artist Vasily Vasilyevich Vereshchagin’s painting The
Opium Eaters, among other works, as objective portray-
als of the east, seemingly because they appear to the
author not to condemn every aspect of Asian civiliza-
tion.

To their credit, both authors offer counter-evidence
to their views on Said and the uniqueness of Russian
Orientology. Tolz notes that Vasily Vladimirovich Bar-
told, whom she lauds for his respect for Islam and col-
laboration with Central Asian Muslims for national rec-
ognition, “never wavered from the proclamation of the
superiority of European epistemology over ‘native’
forms of knowledge” (p. 29). As he lauds Vereshchagin
for seeing in the horror of war “no fundamental Saidian
distinction between the European ‘self’ and Asian
‘other’ ” (p. 91), Schimmelpenninck van der Oye quotes
the artist’s own view: “my main purpose was to describe
the barbarism with which until now the entire way of life
and order of Central Asia has been saturated” (p. 87).
Even as Tolz seeks to correct Said through the Russian
case, she proudly argues that the Palestinian scholar’s
ideas stemmed from critiques of Western imperialism
and the arbitrary nature of boundaries between East
and West that Rozen and others made decades earlier.
Arab scholars, including Anwar Abdel-Malik, who in-
spired Said, absorbed Russian Orientological thinking
during their studies in Soviet Moscow.

It would nonetheless be a shame if the focus on Said
obscures these works’ overall value. Both make impor-
tant cases for Asia as a central component of Russian
culture, national identity, and political power. Russia’s
relationship with the “Orient” was complicated, to be
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sure, even if neither author effectively makes a com-
parative case that it was more complicated than any
other European nation. Schimmelpenninck van der
Oye nonetheless shows a strong command of the links
between Western and Russian intellectual thought on
Asia. I am unsure whether Russian historians’ contin-
ued engagement with Orientalism demonstrates Said’s
continued intellectual power, the lack of breadth of our
own field, or some combination of both.

JEFF SAHADEO

Carleton University

TRACY DENNISON. The Institutional Framework of Rus-
sian Serfdom. (Cambridge Studies in Economic His-
tory.) New York: Cambridge University Press. 2011. Pp.
xix, 254. $99.00.

The second serfdom of Eastern Europe was little bur-
dened with the manorial traditions of the medieval
West. On the Voshchazhnikovo estate in Yaroslavl’
province, legal subjugation proved to be a flexible in-
stitution, responsive to the entrepreneurial energies of
the serfs. Only ten percent lived solely from agriculture.
Rather, they were millers, traders, smiths, cobblers, gla-
ziers, apprentices, servants, day laborers, and even fac-
tory owners employing their fellow serfs. Some lived off
the estate year-round, while others were on seasonal
contracts. Many were landowners, renting both their
own land and communal allotments to each other and
to residents of other villages. These serfs took in ser-
vants and hired laborers from the estate. They lent
money to each other and borrowed from local mer-
chants and landlords. Remarkably, a few serfs even
owned serfs.

But local and St. Petersburg estate managers proved
no less resourceful in generating income for the
Sheremetev family. In addition to quitrents, communal
dues, and traditional levies, many of the serfs of Vosh-
chazhnikovo paid an annual income tax and a progres-
sive annual asset tax. In turn, given the virtual absence
of state authority in rural Russia, the Sheremetevs pro-
vided an extralegal framework for enforcing contracts
and property rights to underpin the economic activities
of their serfs.

Generalizations about Russian serfdom abound, and
thoughtful analyses revealing the subtlety and variabil-
ity of these tiny servile communities are few. The great-
est strengths of Tracy Dennison’s fine study are its de-
scription of the role of tolerably efficient credit, land,
and labor markets in the local and regional economy
and its examination of the nature of lord and serf in-
teractions and negotiations. Drawing upon the inter-
pretive framework, but not the methodologies, of Philip
T. Hoffman and Jan de Vries, Dennison admirably
demonstrates that serfdom on Voshchazhnikovo was
not embedded in an immobile agricultural economy.
Markets made it possible for the serfs to develop dif-
ferent resource allocation and risk-management strat-
egies than have been observed elsewhere in Russia.
Communal land mechanisms were far less important.

Serfs here were not subsistence-oriented or unduly risk
averse, and landlords did not seek to impose attitudes
of self-sufficiency. Serfs allocated their labor and cap-
ital and used credit reasonably well, reflecting a ratio-
nality well-described by economic theory. Therefore,
Dennison concludes that it was primarily the lack of a
formal legal framework supporting entrepreneurial ac-
tivity—and not anything inherent in the practices of
serfdom itself—that inhibited investment and con-
strained economic development.

With case studies, scholars often struggle to place
their findings in a larger context. In attempting to pro-
vide this context, Dennison takes on a polemical tone
that readers may find disconcerting. She imagines that
a “peasant myth” persists in all studies of the Russian
peasantry from Aleksandr Ivanovich Herzen and Au-
gust von Haxthausen through Alexander V. Chayanov
and Alexander Gerschenkron to contemporary schol-
ars. But first, the serfs of Voshchazhnikovo were not
peasants, in spite of their legal status, as Dennison her-
self repeatedly notes. Thus, her critique of Chayanov’s
work on a peasant economy rings hollow, as Chayanov
expressly limited his analysis to peasant family farms in
agriculture, and he readily admitted the albeit limited
role of markets. How else could so many serfs have paid
cash dues roughly the value of three-days of labor per
week? Second, Dennison is not sensitive to the differ-
ence between a rural economy and the practices of serf-
dom, ascribing too much significance to serf owners’
policies. Her attempt to “explain as much as possible
. . . without reference to culture or geography” was ill-
advised (p. 17). Climate and geography, disease and de-
mography weighed heavily on the rural economies of
pre-emancipation Russia, best evidenced by the fact
that state peasants, subject to little or no manorial au-
thority, had similar social and demographic character-
istics as serfs.

The author’s discussion of the rural commune rein-
forces much that is known. Communal governance, the
redistribution of land, and conscription were all sources
of conflict. The church was weak, assistance to the poor
limited, and village solidarity rarely evident. Her anal-
ysis of household structures and the family economy,
however, is less successful, as it relies heavily on tax
censuses. The 1815–1816 and 1856 censuses were con-
ducted in order to take into consideration the demo-
graphic impact of the Napoleonic and Crimean wars.
The tax censuses of 1833–1836 and 1850–1851 were
preceded by cholera epidemics and crop failures. In
fact, all six of her observations reflect a substantial un-
derregistration of the population under the age of
twenty, even beyond what might be expected from war
and disease. Dennison does not apply standard meth-
ods to correct this undercount, thereby undermining
many of her demographic findings and calling into
question her conclusions that servile social structures
were to a great extent a function of landlord policies.

This study is well researched and thought provoking.
The four chapters on market forces are outstanding.
Ignore the notion of a “peasant myth” and take con-
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BOOK REVIEW 
Russia's tug-of-war with its Asian soul 
Russian Orientalism: Asia in the Russian Mind from Peter the
Great to the Emigration by David Schimmelpenninck van der
Oye 

Reviewed by Dmitry Shlapentokh 

The study of Orientalism, a description of the West's approach to
the study of Asia, has re-emerged as an important subject of
research. The launching pad could well have been Edward Said's
Orientalism (1978), a seminal book that placed the study of Asia,
or in this case, the Middle East, in a political context. Said
followed the general line of the prevailing post-modernists of that
time - mostly leftists - that knowledge is directly linked with power. 

The subject of this book, Russian Orientalism, could well tempt

  
the reader to assume that the Russians were increasingly
fascinated with Asia and, in a way, identified with this part of the

world. 

As a matter of fact, Russia's image as a basically Asian country is
quite widespread in scholarship and public discourse, at least in
the West. The book actually gives quite a different picture of the
Russians' interest in the Orient, an approach that was quite
different from Westerners' vision of Russia. 

Since the beginning of the 19th century, it was
quite popular among Western intellectuals,
especially the French, to see Russians as
Asiatics, as the successors to the Huns,
Mongols and Turks, who had created the
major threat for Europe for centuries.
European Orientalism, thus, was, in a way,
shaped by the desire of Europeans to find out
about non-Europeans. 

Interest in the Orient was also spurred by
practical reasons - Europeans were engaged in building empires
and needed to know about the people they wanted to conquer and
control. This also could be said of the Russians. As one can tell
from the book's narrative, the Russian elite engaged in the study
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from the book's narrative, the Russian elite engaged in the study
of Asians not to affirm their sameness, albeit there were
exceptions, but to emphasize their differences. Russian
Orientalism, even when the Russian elite adopted a sort of Asiatic
garb, was a peculiar form of Europeanism. 

The Russian study of Asia was launched by Peter the Great, the
Westernizer. The policy was propagated by Peter's successors,
especially by Catherine II. Catherine II liked to demonstrate to
foreign dignitaries that she had a lot of Asians as subjects; they in
no way demonstrated her Oriental nature but emphasized her
power and the extent of her empire. Her interest in China was also
a peculiar manifestation of Europeanism, for interest in China and
a certain idealization of China was quite popular in France. 

True academic study of Asia, mostly of Muslim countries, was
launched in the early 19th century, and the first school to study
the Orient professionally was opened in Kazan in west-central
Russia (it was later moved to St Petersburg). The proliferation of
Asian studies not only reflected a desire to imitate the West and
assure that Russia belonged to European civilization, but was
again driven by practical reasons. 

Similar to Europeans, Russians had been engaged in building
their own empire. By the end of the 19th century, Russia had
expanded in Central Asia and in the Far East. This created a
demand for people who either knew about the area or could train
specialists. 

By that time, the Russian elite, similar to other European elites,
was quite confident that Russians could easily deal with the
Asians and on occasion had developed an ideology of a sort of
benign imperialism. Ester Ukhtomski, mentioned in the book, was
one of those idealists. He assumed that Russia and China could
live in a sort of geopolitical symbiosis, but this did not mean that
Russia and China would be equal. 

He hardly questioned Russia's dominant role. Still, even in the late
19th century when Russia had no doubt that it could be the
dominant force in Asia, most Russian intellectuals looked at Asia
with dread. Vladimir Solovyov, the celebrated philosopher,
theologian, and poet and son of Sergei Solovyov, an equally well-
known historian, had created his famous poem, "Pan Mongolism"
(1894), in which he predicted that hordes of Asiatics would take
over Russia. After the 1905-1907 revolution, Asia became
identified (at least, this could be seen in Andrei Bely's novel, St
Petersburg - 1913, revised 1922) with the senseless
destructiveness of the revolutionaries. 

The acceptance of Asians as a positive force was just a short
period in the immediate aftermath of the Bolshevik Revolution.
This could also be said of present-day Eurasianism - the teaching
of which emphasizes the Asian aspect of Russian civilization,
which enjoyed popularity only in the immediate aftermath of the
collapse of the Soviet regime. 

By the middle of Vladimir Putin's term as president, increasing
tensions between ethnic Russians and Muslims of various ethnic
origins put an end to the idea of a Eurasian symbiosis; or at least
its popularity declined sharply. 

This doesn't mean, of course, that present-day Russians have lost
interest in Asia. They see in the vast region a source of a gas and
oil and a market for Russia's goods and, in the case of Iran and
China, bargaining chips in dealing with Washington. Still, here,
Moscow is not much different from Paris or Berlin. Thus, present-
day Russians have returned to the approach to Asia that had
dominated the Russian elite from the 18th century to the end of
the tsarist regimes. For this reason, the author's meticulous
research sheds light not just on Russia's approach to Asia in the
past but also on the present. 

Russian Orientalism: Asia in the Russian Mind from Peter the
Great to the Emigration by David Schimmelpenninck van der Oye.
Yale University Press (April 20, 2010). ISBN-10: 0300110634.
Price US$40, 312 pages. 

Dmitry Shlapentokh, PhD, is associate professor of history,
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Indiana University South
Bend. He is author of East Against West: The First Encounter -
The Life of Themistocles, 2005. 
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The author's focus is not on the Russian mind writ large or even the mind of the ruling elite but rather on that of the
generations of academic Orientalists from the eighteenth century on. Peter, Catherine, their nineteenth-century
successors, and members of the court paid close attention to these scholars when it suited their foreign policy
ambitions or cultural fads. And important Russian writers and composers, from Aleksandr Borodin to Leo Tolstoy,
played with Asian themes. From Peter's time to the Bolshevik Revolution, for Russian intellectuals, "the Orient"
signified the South -- Islam, the Turks, and the Persians. Russian interest in East Asia began with the Mongol
conquerors in the thirteenth century, focused more in the eighteenth century on Catherine's taste for chinoiserie in
her summer palaces, and then became more serious in the late nineteenth century as Russia embarked on its last
stage of imperial expansion. Throughout, the dialogue had much more to do with the place and function of the Near
East in Russia's sense of identity. The book's major contribution is an in-depth three-century study of the emergence
and evolution of Orientalism within the Russian academy.
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Schon drei Jahrhunderte dient die Gegen-
überstellung von „Russland“ und „Europa“
zur schnellen, wenn auch keineswegs immer
verlässlichen Orientierung in der russischen
Geistesgeschichte. Das Begriffspaar wandert
durch die Selbst- und Fremddefinitionen der
Russen, und obwohl es für Historiker längst
an Deutungskraft verloren hat, können sie es
aus ihren Arbeiten kaum wegdenken. Dies
gilt auch und gerade für David Schimmelpen-
ninck van der Oyes neues Buch über russi-
sche Vorstellungen von Asien, die nicht zu-
fällig parallel zu den Vorstellungen von Eu-
ropa entstanden, im Extremfall als Gegenent-
wurf. Schon im Titel nimmt das Buch Stellung
zur unendlichen Debatte um den von Edward
Said so genannten Orientalismus. Das Bei-
spiel Russland, so der Einwand von Schim-
melpenninck van der Oye, widerspreche dem
simplen Schema des Orientalismus, das dem
Okzident ein gefälliges Weltbild des frem-
den, exotischen, bedrohlichen Orients vor-
wirft und darin nichts anderes als ein Mittel
der kolonialen Unterdrückung sieht.

Schimmelpenninck van der Oye konzen-
triert sich auf die Petersburger Periode, in der
Russland nicht nur zur europäischen Groß-
macht, sondern auch zur Imperialmacht in
Asien aufstieg. Er geht damit sowohl chrono-
logisch als auch inhaltlich weit über sein ers-
tes Buch hinaus, in dem er (offizielle) poli-
tische Vorstellungen über Russlands Rolle in
Ostasien im Vorfeld des russisch-japanischen
Kriegs untersucht hat.1 Zwar konzentriert
sich Schimmelpenninck van der Oye aber-
mals auf prominente Autoren, insbesondere
aus Wissenschaft, Politik und Literatur; doch
bezieht er bildende Künstler ebenso ein wie
Musiker.

1 David Schimmelpenninck van der Oye, Toward the Ri-
sing Sun. Russian Ideologies of Empire and the Path to
War with Japan, DeKalb 2001.

Schimmelpenninck van der Oye ist nicht
der erste Forscher, der im Orientalismus le-
diglich einen provokanten Denkanstoß sieht.
Und er ist auch nicht der erste, der dem
russischen Blick nach Osten folgt und auf
die Bedeutung Asiens für die Selbstwahrneh-
mung Russlands sowie für dessen imperia-
len Charakter hinweist. Im Gegenteil – die
polyglotten Anmerkungen der Untersuchung
verweisen auf vielfache Diskussionszusam-
menhänge, wobei lediglich die Absenz Jür-
gen Osterhammels überrascht.2 Gleichwohl
ist Schimmelpenninck van der Oye der erste,
der die beiden Diskussionsstränge, die Orien-
talismusdebatte und das komplexe Verhältnis
Russlands zu Asien, systematisch verknüpft.

Im Ergebnis hat er gar kein Buch über den
Orientalismus geschrieben, sondern darüber,
warum es nach den Maßstäben von Said kei-
nen Orientalismus im Zarenreich gab. Drei
Hauptargumente ziehen sich durch den Text.
Erstens lag der Osten des Zarenreichs wenn
nicht innerhalb der eigenen Grenzen, so doch
stets in unmittelbarer Nachbarschaft. Die Ge-
biete und ihre Bewohner waren sowohl ver-
trauter als auch vielfältiger als der Nahe Os-
ten der britischen und französischen Koloni-
alherren. Zweitens bestand zwar der für Said
notwendige Zusammenhang zwischen Ex-
pansion und wissenschaftlicher Erforschung
auch im Zarenreich, aber die zarische „Ost-
forschung“ [vostokovedenie] bildete mit den
imperialen Eliten zugleich auch Fürsprecher
der fremden Kulturen aus. Drittens schließ-
lich war Russland als asiatisches Land sel-
ber Gegenstand eines orientalistischen Dis-
kurses in Westeuropa. Dieser Umstand schlug
sich eben nicht nur in einer betont europäi-
schen Zivilisierungsmission in Asien nieder,
sondern auch in Respekt und der Suche nach
Gemeinsamkeiten.

Die Studie ist chronologisch aufgebaut: ihr
Schwerpunkt liegt eindeutig im 19. Jahrhun-
dert; lediglich 29 Seiten befassen sich mit dem
Säkulum der Aufklärung. Die Ausbildung
erster Orientexperten unter Peter I. oder die
typisch aufgeklärte Chinabegeisterung unter
Katharina II. geraten so zu einer Vorgeschich-
te des sehr viel breiteren Asiendiskurses im

2 Jürgen Osterhammel, Die Entzauberung Asiens. Euro-
pa und die asiatischen Reiche im 18. Jahrhundert, Mün-
chen 1998.
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Zeitalter der Romantik, des Nationalismus
und der wissenschaftlichen Professionalisie-
rung. Dabei erfolgte bereits im 18. Jahrhun-
dert die Entdeckung Asiens als neue Ober-
kategorie für die heterogenen östlichen Ter-
ritorien – symbolisiert durch die erfolgrei-
che Festschreibung der Ostgrenze Europas im
Ural durch zarische Gelehrte. Jenseits die-
ser grundsätzlichen Grenzziehung, dies be-
legt Schimmelpenninck van der Oye deut-
lich, veränderten sich mit der Expansion des
Zarenreichs nach Osten die geographischen
Schwerpunkte des russischen Asieninteres-
ses: vom osmanischen Reich im 18. Jahrhun-
dert über den Kaukasus zu Beginn und Chi-
na in der Mitte des 19. Jahrhunderts, Zentral-
asien in den 1870er-Jahren und Südostasien
im imperialistischen Wettstreit mit Japan an
der Wende zum 20. Jahrhundert. Diese Glie-
derung des Buches ist plausibel, allerdings
fällt so das bereits im 17. Jahrhundert er-
oberte Sibirien aus der Darstellung heraus.3
Schimmelpenninck van der Oye nähert sich
seinem Gegenstand anhand von Biographien
und Denkschulen, wobei sein besonderes Au-
genmerk den Vordenkern und Fächern der
akademischen „Ostkunde“ gilt. Solch ein per-
sonengeschichtlicher Ansatz bietet sich für
eine Einführung mit Orientierungsfunktion
an. Mit Hilfe des Registers lässt sich das
Buch auch als Nachschlagewerk nutzen, denn
Schimmelpenninck van der Oye gibt recht
ausführliche biobibliographische Informatio-
nen.

Für das 19. Jahrhundert stellt Schimmel-
penninck van der Oye das Oeuvre verschie-
dener Autoren und Künstler vor. Er beginnt
mit den Literaten und konzentriert sich auf
ihr Bild des Kaukasus, das seit Puschkin von
einer Ästhetik der Bedrohung und Bewun-
derung geprägt war.4 Ein ähnliches Argu-
ment entwickelt Schimmelpenninck van der
Oye unter anderem am Beispiel von Wassi-
li Wereschtschagin für die Malerei. Zwar las-
sen sich in dessen Bildern aus Turkestan vie-
le typisch orientalistische Klischees finden –

3 Claudia Weiss, Wie Sibirien „unser“ wurde. Die Rus-
sische Geographische Gesellschaft und ihr Einfluss auf
die Bilder und Vorstellungen von Sibirien im 19. Jahr-
hundert, Göttingen 2007.

4 Susan Layton, Russian Literature and Empire. The
Conquest of the Caucasus from Pushkin to Tolstoy,
Cambridge 1994.

brutale Despoten, unterdrückte Frauen, ver-
kaufte Knaben, exotische Architektur. Doch
Wereschtschagin begnügt sich keineswegs da-
mit, einen Gegensatz zwischen barbarischem
Turkestan und zivilisiertem Zarenreich dar-
zustellen, vielmehr lenkt er den Blick auf die
Barbarei des Eroberungskrieges.

Ambivalent war auch das Asienbild der
akademischen Orientologie. Sie war ein Pro-
dukt des Zarenstaates und ihre Vertreter wa-
ren Beamte im Dienste des Imperiums. Nicht
wenige waren von ihrer eigenen Zivilisie-
rungsmission und der Überlegenheit Russ-
lands überzeugt, aber selbstverständlich wa-
ren solche Ansichten nicht. Viele Asienspe-
zialisten entwickelten nicht nur Sympathi-
en für ihren Untersuchungsgegenstand, son-
dern kritisierten auch die Petersburger Re-
gierung und die Arroganz des eurozentris-
tischen 19. Jahrhunderts. Außerdem rekru-
tierte die zarische „Ostkunde“ ihre Spezialis-
ten zu großen Teilen aus den Bildungseliten
der unterworfenen Gebiete. Besonders aus-
führlich und lesenswert ist hier die Fallstu-
die zur Universität Kasan und insbesondere
zu Kasem-Bek, Professor für türkische und ta-
tarische Sprachen, der als Sohn eines persi-
schen Adeligen mit der kaukasischen Stadt
Derbent unter russische Herrschaft gekom-
men war. Dass den Philologen insgesamt vier
Kapitel gewidmet sind, überschätzt vielleicht
ihren Einfluss – andererseits ist dieses Ge-
biet der Wissenschaftsgeschichte kaum unter-
sucht. Schimmelpenninck van der Oye zeich-
net ein sehr differenziertes, materialgesättig-
tes Bild, das neben der Universität auch die
geistliche Akademie in derselben Stadt (mit
einer ausgeprägten antiislamischen Missions-
tätigkeit) umfasst sowie den Aufstieg der Pe-
tersburger Fakultät für östliche Sprachen zum
weltweit größten Zentrum dieser Disziplinen
in der zweiten Hälfte des 19. Jahrhunderts.

Weitere Fallstudien wären sicher denkbar
gewesen – der Asiendiskurs der Geographen,
der Historiker, der Reiseberichte, der poli-
tischen Tageszeitungen und vor allem: an
den asiatischen Peripherien des Zarenreiches
selbst. Doch das Panorama, das Schimmel-
penninck van der Oye entfaltet, ist wahrlich
breit genug, für manche Leser sicher schon
zu bunt. Denn „Asien“, „Osten“ und „Orient“
werden weitgehend synonym gebraucht; erst

© H-Net, Clio-online, and the author, all rights reserved.
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im Schlusskapitel geht er über die Einzelstu-
dien hinaus und auf Querverbindungen und
übergreifende Vorstellungen von Asien ein.
Schlagworte wie „asiatschtschina“ [Asiaten-
tum] dienten in der erwähnten Grundsatzde-
batte über Russland und Europa zur polemi-
schen Abgrenzung oder zur indirekten, „äso-
pischen“ Kritik an der Autokratie der Zaren.
Dieses allgemeine Kapitel ist deutlich zu kurz
geraten; die Querverbindungen zwischen den
biographischen Fallstudien und wiederkeh-
rende Motive des Asiendiskurses bleiben an-
gedeutet. Der Asiendiskurs erscheint einfach
als die Summe der vorgestellten Beispiele.
Ungeachtet dieses Einwands: David Schim-
melpenninck van der Oye hat eine überaus le-
senswerte und lesbare Einführung in ein ver-
nachlässigtes Thema vorgelegt.

HistLit 2010-4-016 / Andreas Renner über
Schimmelpenninck van der Oye, David: Rus-

sian Orientalism. Asia in the Russian Mind from

Peter the Great to the Emigration. New Haven,
CT 2010, in: H-Soz-u-Kult 07.10.2010.
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Russian Orientalism: Asia in the Russian Mind from Peter the Great to the Emigration . By David
Schimmelpenninck van der Oye . ( New Haven, Conn. : Yale University Press , 2010 . Pp . xi, 298 . $40.00
.)

The author of this book offers an intriguing look at the genesis and development of orientology and
Orientalist attitudes in the Russian Empire. His broad treatment of the multiple forms of Russian
Orientalism is a welcome contribution to necessarily more narrow works by Mark Bassin and Robert
Geraci. David Schimmelpenninck van der Oye's obvious inspiration is Edward Said's classic text
Orientalism, and clearly the author constructs the framework of the text in response to Said's emphasis on
a link between knowledge and imperial power, a link that is reportedly weaker in the Russian context.
Schimmelpenninck van der Oye argues that Said's understanding of Orientalism assumes a “unanimity” of
views towards a constructed East that did not exist in Russia: “The Russian Empire's bicontinental
geography, its ambivalent relationship with the rest of Europe, [and] the complicated nature of its
encounters with Asia have resulted in a fragmentary understanding of the East among its peoples” (11).
The absence of such a unitary perspective meant, in the author's view, that orientology did not uniformly
dictate Russian imperial administration.

Russian certainty in its distinction from Asia was greatest during the reign of Catherine the Great, when
Russian authors compared the despotism of the East with Russian enlightenment, all the while still seeing
“the Orient as an object of wonder, amusement, and beauty” (59). The author continues to examine
Orientalism from the perspective of the writers of the golden age of Russian literature to émigré historians
of the 1920s. Throughout his account, the author emphasizes that Russian cultural and academic elites
assumed a more ambivalent view of the Orient, partly due to a questioning of Russia's relationship with
Europe and partly as a result of their own studies and encounters with Asian peoples. He stresses Russian
acknowledgement of the commonalities of human experience, sympathetic portrayals of Asian culture,
and, in some cases, assertion of the unique character of Russia because of its tie to Asia.

Schimmelpenninck van der Oye's study is admirable for its sheer scope and ambition to complicate what
Said criticized as an essentialist view of a complex human reality. He convincingly argues that it is
difficult to locate a universal Russian view of an Oriental other. However, his assertion that Russian
orientologists did not see themselves “as handmaidens of tsarist imperialism” deserves greater inquiry
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(198). Their motivation for the study of Asia may have originated in an academic curiosity, but their
knowledge served imperial interests, however inconsistently, as Schimmelpenninck van der Oye's
discussion of the work of Orthodox missionaries and the expanded teaching of Asian languages at St.
Petersburg University makes clear. He argues that Russian orientologists were often compassionate
towards their objects of study, and yet he does not engage in Said's fundamental contention that even such
sympathetic study still reflected a European domination of the Orient through scholars' faith in their
abilities to collect and systematize the complexities of Asian life. A work dedicated to the applicability of
Said's concept to the Russian context would benefit from the further explication of this more veiled
connection between knowledge and power, where the rendering of information assumed control.
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managed to overcome formidable cultural and political obstacles to become an established
feature of the cultural landscape in some communities along China’s southeast coast.

doi:10.1017/S0165115311000118 Don Baker, University of British Columbia

David Schimmelpennick van der Oye, Russian Orientalism: Asia in the Russian
Mind from Peter the Great to the Emigration. New Haven & London: Yale
University Press, 2010. ISBN 978-0-300-11063-0 (hbk.). £25.00.

The theme of this intriguing study in the field of European intellectual and cultural history is
the image of Asia in the Russian mind. David Schimmelpennick van de Oye (Brock
University, Ontario) takes as a starting point the theory of Edward Said about Orientalism as
an imperialistic discourse, devised by the West to conquer and subjugate the East through
representing the Eastern peoples as inferior and possibly dangerous cultures, in great need
to be colonised and civilised. According to this theory, state servants and intellectuals in eigh-
teenth- and nineteenth-century Europe constructed a negative image of the Orient as the
inverted mirror image of a self-righteous Occident. It is also in this period that the western-
ised Russia of Peter the Great appeared on the scene of European power politics and partic-
ipated in its imperialistic endeavors. Moreover, Russia’s eastward expansion into Asia had
already begun in the sixteenth century. So how relevant is Edward Said’s perspective to
Russia? The book is devoted to this question (8).

Schimmelpennick van der Oye examines Russian attitudes towards Asia during the two
centuries from Peter the Great to the Russian Revolution, and places these within the wider
context of the hotly contested ideas about Russia’s geopolitical position and national identi-
ty. The author does not try to give a comprehensive and abstract overview of the historical
development as a test case for the theory, but instead makes use of the theory to explore the
many specific manifestations of the Russian fascination for the East in all their richness. The
focus of the book is on two categories of Russian Orientalism; on orientology as a scholarly
discipline at institutions of higher education and on orientalism as a cultural current in liter-
ature, music and the arts. The book highlights certain prominent and representative individ-
uals, which works out well because this approach brings the reader as close as possible to
the lives and thoughts of the people who actually created the image of the East in Russia.
Based on an amazingly extensive collection of Russian and western source literature, this
study reveals how profound and varied the Russian encounter with the East turned out to be.
In describing how Russian academics, officials, missionaries, painters, writers, composers
and poets thought about Asia, Schimmelpennick van de Oye shows that their attitudes were
both highly complicated and ambivalent. The impression that this story leaves behind, does
by no means fit into the black-and-white scheme of Said’s Orientalism.

The author explains this divergent pattern from the fact that Russia itself is both part of
Europe and of Asia. From the very beginning of its existence, Russia was periodically swept
over by nomads from the Asiatic steppes and later on developed a symbiotic relationship with
the Mongol empire. This left a lasting but also indefinable imprint on Russia’s self-image. Asia
was not just the backland of hostile pagans, it was at the same time the cradle of respectable
partners. Russia’s proximity to Asia made it difficult to disregard Asians as alien and it neces-
sitated the government to acquire a deeper knowledge of Asia’s respective regions and peo-
ples. When modern Russia wanted to present itself as a great power in Europe, it gave a
strong impetus to a more professional and systematic study of its Asiatic subjects and neigh-
bors. The main body of Schimmelpennick’s description is dedicated to the rise of Oriental
studies in the new academic establishments of the Russian Empire. In the first half of the
nineteenth century the University of Kazan functioned as the “window to the East” and in the
latter half the Oriental faculty of the University of St.Petersburg, under the direction of distin-
guished scholars as Vladimir Vasil’ev and Sergei Oldenburg, grew into a center of expertise
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which was unsurpassed in the whole of Europe. Here Schimmelpennick van der Oye makes
the interesting and important point that while the autocracy might have considered the
Oriental faculty to be a tool for imperial ambitions, its professors often saw things quite
differently (175). The relationship between power and knowledge was not one of simple sub-
ordination. “On the whole educators in Imperial Russia’s university departments of Oriental
letters rarely saw Asians as some inferior, contemptuous, or malevolent ‘other’” (173). In spite
of differences between more conservative and more progressive professors, they all empha-
sised language training, reliance on primary sources and an objective but not unsympathet-
ic view of the East.

When turning to the domain of letters and the arts, Schimmelpennick van der Oye makes
an even stronger argument that Russian Orientalism has a special taste of its own. When
writers such as Pushkin, Lermontov and Tolstoy discovered the Caucasus, they were fasci-
nated by the exotic other and at the same time identified with his honest, brave and vigorous
way of life. “This symbiosis of self and other would became an intriguing feature of
Orientalism in Russian culture”, states the author (69). In the nineteenth century there was
much diversity and confusion among the cultural elite as to where to belong between East
and West. Schimmelpennick van der Oye describes an Orientalist painter, Vasilii
Vereshchagin, who created huge realistic war scenes in which the Asians were depicted as
cruel and savage. But this is contrasted with an analysis of the opera music by Aleksandr
Borodin, in which Oriental elements are integrated and equaled with Western themes. In his
most famous opera, Prince Igor, the Russian hero and his Asian protagonist are joined for
life. “His [Borodin’s] Asia is not a Saidian other, but the Christian Rus’s alter ego” (209). In
the beginning of the twentieth century this exaltation of “the exotic self” reached a climax
within the cultural movement of the Silver Age. Poets like Andrei Bely and Aleksandr Blok
lauded the Russians as being essentially Asian, as “Scythians”, who represented “the
untamed vitality of their nation’s soul” (221).

Schimmelpennick van der Oye concludes that there is no simple answer to the question
of what Asia is to Russia. After all, Russian observers did not reduce the Asians to a uniform
and inferior other. There is an enormous variation in their representations and judgments of
Asia, but a common feature is the respect and intimacy displayed in their perception. Most
striking in the Russian thinking about Asia is “the sense among many of a shared heritage”
(239). In this book, Said’s theory has proved its relevance, not as a closed definition but as
an eye-opener. This is probably why Schimmelpennick van der Oye does not explicitly involve
himself in the academic debates that Said and the theme of Russian Orientalism have
already aroused. Instead, he has written an erudite and sophisticated exploration of the
encounters between one Eurasian world and the other. The only thing left to be desired
would be a set of illustrations, because the descriptions of paintings and operas in words ask
for more.

doi:10.1017/S016511531100012X Henk Kern, Leiden University

EUROPE AND THE WIDER WORLD

Jennifer Anne Boittin, Colonial Metropolis: The Urban Grounds of Anti-
Imperialism and Feminism in Interwar Paris. Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska
Press, 2010. xxix, 320 pp. ISBN: 978-0803225459 (pbk.). $36.95 (US).

This book succeeds in accomplishing a challenging feat: finding many new insights on race,
gender, and anti-colonial movements in Paris between the wars. This territory has been well-
mined by many scholars, but Boittin’s determination to link gender to anti-colonialism as well
as her creative use of previously neglected sources allows her to contribute effectively to the
existing scholarship. Boittin begins with an investigation of the intersections between African-
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from mid-1942 to follow a policy of “open secrecy,” in which they all but explicitly
acknowledged that the deported Jews would be killed. This did not mean, however,
that Germans stationed in Western Europe knew everything. “In Western Europe,
neither the actual extent of the mass murder nor the specific techniques of killing were
widely known, nor was there an adequate conception of the extermination camps and
the systematicity of murder—even among German officials involved” (78). In other
words, Germans involved in the deportation of Western European Jewry knew that
something terrible was going to happen to them in the East and that many, perhaps
most, would die, but they did not have the level of detailed knowledge that their
colleagues in Eastern Europe likely had.

According to Meyer it is, if anything, yet more difficult to determine what the
victims knew prior to their arrival in the death camps. Their postwar testimony is
contradictory, with some witnesses claiming to have known nothing in advance and
others claiming to have known full well what awaited them. This testimony was often
likely shaped by retrospective projections of knowledge gained in the camps back in
time to the period before deportation. Yet there is evidence, from German documents
among other sources, that by late 1942 Western European Jews were hearing substan-
tial rumors about the mass killings in the East. Above all, what Meyer finds is that the
Germans went out of their way to deceive their victims to the last possible second.
Perhaps Meyer’s most striking argument concerns the “unimaginability” of the Holo-
caust, which, he insists, “lay in the logic of events themselves.” The whole process of
deportation and extermination was surrounded by euphemisms and deception, “ma-
neuvers that not only kept global opinion in uncertainty and were intended to enable
the self-deception and/or self-exculpation of a large number of perpetrators, but that
served above all to undermine the victims’ ability to orient themselves” (187). It did
not much matter whether the victims believed the Germans’ lies, so long as they
created enough uncertainty and confusion to keep the victims off kilter and easier to
manage.

Meyer’s book is a welcome addition to the scholarly literature on the Holocaust. His
meticulous research and careful reading of his sources, together with a nuanced and careful
argument, make this an invaluable text for scholars interested in the dissemination and
obfuscation of knowledge about the Holocaust during the Second World War.

DEVIN O. PENDAS

Boston College

Russian Orientalism: Asia in the Russian Mind from Peter the Great to the
Emigration. By David Schimmelpenninck van der Oye.

New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2010. Pp. xii!298. $40.00.

Among the most electric issues in the identity debates that have raged in Russia since
perestroika is the dilemma regarding the country’s relationship to Asia. The grip that
the Russia-Asia juxtaposition exercises on Russia’s post-Soviet imagination can be
seen in the powerful revival of Eurasianism, a perspective first formulated by Russian
émigrés during the interwar years that uncompromisingly asserted Russia’s natural
kinship with Asiatic peoples and its corresponding distance from the civilization of the
European West. The robust emergence of neo-Eurasianism has attracted the attention
of Western analysts as well to these questions, and the book under review—which
seeks to provide an overview of Russian views of Asia across the centuries—is a recent
and notable contribution to the debate.
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Russian Orientalism begins with a consideration of the primeval encounters between
the sedentary populations of ancient Rus’ and the nomadic peoples of the prairie
grasslands on their southern and eastern frontiers. This so-called meeting of “forest and
steppe” ended unhappily for the early Russians, with their conquest in the thirteenth
century by mounted warriors of the Genghisid empire. After setting out this early
historical framework, the book largely proceeds along two separate trajectories, con-
sidering the representation of Asia in Russian high culture (belles lettres, art, music)
since the eighteenth century on the one hand, and vostokovedenie—the scientific and
academic study of the Orient—on the other. Schimmelpenninck describes how the
Russian perceptions and attitudes that took shape in the early period after Peter were
strongly influenced by views of Asia coming from the West, no more strikingly so than
during the reign of Catherine the Great, which indulged extravagantly in the fetishes
of a chinoiserie largely imported from the French court. In a similar way, the scientific
study of Asia, supported importantly by the Academy of Sciences, which Peter himself
had founded, was conducted almost entirely by Western scholars brought into Russia
for this purpose. In the nineteenth century, Schimmelpenninck examines the influence
of Asian themes in, among others, the poetic legacy of Aleksandr Pushkin and the
musical work of the composers Aleksandr Borodin and Mikhail Glinka. The visual
representation of Asia is considered mainly in the paintings of Vasilii Vereshchagin,
which as the author demonstrates illustrated many of the key ambivalences on the issue
that characterized Russian views more broadly.

Various dimensions of Russian vostokovedenie during the period are also discussed,
notably the celebrated “Kazan school” active in the first half of the century, and the
activities of religious figures involved in missionary work such as Nikolai Il’minskii
and Nikita Bichurin. The Kazan school was eventually superseded by the development
of Orientalist studies in St. Petersburg, originally stimulated by Nicholas I’s Minister
of Education Sergei Uvarov, who famously corresponded with Goethe about his plans
for founding an Asian Academy. St. Petersburg’s leading position in the field was
consummated at mid-century with the formal establishment of an Oriental faculty at
the university, which supported the work of outstanding specialists such as Vladimir
Vasil’ev, Vasilii Grigor’ev, and Sergei Ol’denburg. The Silver Age of Russia’s fin de
siècle, which experienced both Russia’s first military defeat by an Asiatic power
(Japan) since the Mongols, as well as the revolution itself, was particularly preoccu-
pied with Asian themes. The poetry of Konstantin Bal’mont, Andrei Belyi, and
Vladimir Solov’ev is discussed, as is the emergence of the movement of Scythianism,
culminating in 1918 in Aleksandr Blok’s powerful poetic masterpiece, The Scythians.
Russian Orientalism concludes with a chapter considering some of the political
expressions of Russia’s preoccupation with Asia, including the late nineteenth-century
philosopher Konstantin Leont’ev, the so-called Vostochniki who encouraged Tsar
Nicholas II’s imperial designs in the Far East (and about whom the author has written
a separate book), and finally the very group of émigré Eurasianists whose ideas are the
subject are of such active interest to Russians today.

The subject, indeed the very title of Schimmelpenninck’s book inevitably evokes
Edward Said’s celebrated work, and the author’s critical engagement with Said’s
brilliant but problematic arguments about Orientalism as a power discourse figures as
one of Russian Orientalism’s strongest points. He points to the importance of early
Soviet-Marxist vostokovedenie as a major source of Said’s own perspective (a legacy
also traced in the work of Vera Tolz and others). More substantially, he demonstrates
how the realities of the Russian example—never considered in any detail by Said—
actually undermine the latter’s interpretation. For Russia, simply put, was simultane-
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ously an Orientalizing object and Orientalized subject. As Said argues in the case of
Germany, France, or Britain, Russia as well was an imperial power that produced
Western-oriented scholarly and cultural discourses about the exotic backwardness of
its Asian colonies, as part of a larger project of domination and control. At the very
same time, however, Russia itself was commonly perceived as a non-Western, quasi-
Oriental society, which together with the rest of the Orient was clearly distinguished
from an enlightened and progressive Occident. This was of course a common attitude
among the Western empires, but Russian Orientalism makes it very clear just how
deeply internalized and embedded it was in the Russian imagination as well. Thus in
Russia we are dealing with an Orientalist mentalité, the self-image of which, however,
was significantly shaped as a response to a foreign Orientalist critique. Clearly this
messy ambivalence cannot begin to be accommodated within a Saidian model of neat
bifurcation between an imperial European West and its subjugated Oriental Other.

At the same time, however, Russian Orientalism leaves a variety of significant
questions untouched or unclarified. While the author makes it quite clear that Russia
perceived the Orient in “a multiplicity of hues” (238), he does not really attempt to
unpack and explain these differences. The debate between the Slavophiles and West-
ernizers, for example—already very well known, to be sure, but critical nonetheless for
an understanding of the issues that the book raises—is treated extremely superficially
and only in the conclusion. (Indicatively, there is no entry at all in the index for
zapadniki or “Westernizers.”) The problem is clearly exemplified in Schimmelpen-
ninck’s discussion of Blok’s magisterial poem Skify. The author largely overlooks the
quite extraordinary ambivalence of a poem that begins with a belligerent declaration of
Russia’s hostility to the West and its commonality with the nomadic Asian hordes, then
moves Russia into a middle space of identification with neither Occident nor Orient,
and concludes with a rousing call for the West—by implication Germany, with whom
Russia was still fighting the final battles of World War I—to “sheathe its sword” and
recognize its essential fraternity with Russia: “Comrades! We shall become brothers.”
What exactly does Asia represent in Blok’s mind? We are not really much enlightened.
A chapter could have been devoted to deconstructing the tortuous inconsistency about
Russia between Asia and the West in this poetic landmark, and with it we would have
gained a finer appreciation of Russia’s fraught ambivalences.

A rather different dimension of the book’s failure to probe as deeply and aggres-
sively as it could have is the lack of a conceptual distinction between what might be
called Russia’s “internal” and “external” Orients, that is to say, the formal colonial
spaces of the empire (Siberia, central Asia, the southeastern steppe, and the Caucasus),
as opposed to Asian societies beyond the imperial boundaries such as China, Japan,
and Persia. Both Orients figured importantly in the Russian imagination, but they
represented different qualities and ultimately carried quite different political and social
implications. The author’s discussion of Konstantin Bal’mont offers one example of
this problem, for while the poet’s evocations of the “external” Orient are discussed in
some detail, Bal’mont’s cycle of poems about Siberia, Golubaia Podkova, is not
mentioned, although the latter tells us certainly no less about Asia in the Russian mind.

These issues aside, Schimmelpenninck’s book is intelligent, well-informed, and
engagingly presented. It represents a useful contribution to the ongoing debate about
Russia’s position on the map of world civilization.

MARK BASSIN

Södertörn University
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             David Schimmelpenninck van der Oye,  Russian Orientalism: Asia in the Russian Mind from Peter 
the Great to the Emigration  (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2010). 312 pp., 
 $40.00 (hb), ISBN 978-0-300-11063-0.  

 “Th e East is a subtle aff air.” Th is catch phrase from Vladimir Motyl’s iconic Soviet fi lm of the 
1960s, the  White Sun of the Desert , serves, in a sense, as the leitmotif for David Schimmelpenninck 
van der Oye’s new study of Russian views of Asia. Rather than reconstruct a single hegemonic 
discourse of the East in Russian culture, Schimmelpenninck emphasizes the ambivalence and 
multiplicity of Russian views, rooted in large measure in Russia’s own contested identity. Th e 
result is an engaging and insightful study that vividly brings to light Russia’s multifaceted Eastern 
entanglements. 

 Not surprisingly, Schimmelpenninck takes as his starting point Edward Said’s infl uential 
work,  Orientalism,  as well as more recent debates on the applicability of a Saidian approach in 
the Russian context. While acknowledging the importance of Said’s contribution, Schimnel-
penninck refuses to accept the derogatory connotation of the term Orientalism propagated by 
Said and the related assumption of a uniform orientalist discourse. Rather than engaging in 
theoretical debates, however, Schimmelpenninck off ers a lively historical account of the indi-
viduals and ideas that constituted Russian orientalism. 

 Schimmelpenninck defi nes the scope of his topic along much the same lines as Said. 
Orientalism, for both, is an enterprise of imagination and representation fi nding expression in 
the arts and scholarship as well as political thought. Th us, while the center of gravity in 
Schimmelpenninck’s study falls clearly within the realm of what he terms “orientology,” the 
scholarly study of Eastern languages, history and culture ( vostokovedenie  in Russian), his work 
is not a comprehensive history of an academic fi eld. Key fi gures in Russian Turkology, 
(V. V. Barthold, V. V. Radlov and E. A. Malov, to name a few) are given scant attention, for 
example, while long and quite interesting discussions are devoted to artists, composers, philoso-
phers and writers. But if Schimmelpenninck delineates the confi nes of orientalism in roughly 
Saidian terms, he resolutely resists Said’s contention that these pursuits are part and parcel 
of a common enterprise devoted to the marginalization, domination and subjugation of the 
oriental “other”. 

  Russian Orientalism  is divided into thematically framed chapters organized more or less 
chronologically. Schimmelpenninck sets the scene by investigating what the forbearers of mod-
ern Russia from Kievan Rus’ through the Muscovite period knew and thought about their east-
ern neighbors: notwithstanding the inherent biases, Schimmelpenninck fi nds evidence of 
interaction and relatively tolerant attitudes. In Chapter 2, Schimmelpenninck reviews the fi rst 
scholarly investigations of the East during the reign of Peter the Great. Skipping over the mid-
18 th  century, Schimmelpenninck concentrates in Chapter 3 on the extraordinary vogue for ori-
ental images and artifacts during the reign of Catherine the Great. Even at a time when Russian 
elites most strongly identifi ed themselves with European culture, they continued to view the 
Orient as “an object of wonder, amusement and beauty.”(59) By the nineteenth century, as 
Schimmelpenninck describes in Chapter 4, this fascination with the East had developed into a 
potent source of artistic and literary inspiration. But unlike their Western counterparts, Russian 
writers and artists drew on an awareness of Russia’s own eastern roots producing works that were 
often surprisingly nuanced and sympathetic. 

 Having explored images of Asia in the creative imagination, Schimmelpenninck turns back 
in the mid section of the book to the realm of academic Orientology. Chapter 5 focuses on the 
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rise of Oriental studies at Kazan University, a major center whose prominence was abruptly 
curtailed in 1854 when the decision was made to consolidate the study of Asia in St. Petersburg. 
Chapter 6 looks at Oriental studies in the context of missionary work in the Russian Orthodox 
Church. Few missionaries, of course, had as deep a sympathy for Asian cultures as Father Iakinf 
Bichurin, the renegade monk whose exploits “going native” while head of the Russian 
Ecclesiastical Mission in Beijing brought both condemnation from the Church and interna-
tional acclaim as one of the founding fathers of Russian Sinology. But even the famous Nikolai 
Il’minsky, founder of the network of missionary schools for Russia’s ethnic minorities, whose 
hostility to Islam later in life was legendary, showed surprising balance and tolerance toward 
Islam in his early years when he produced the bulk of his scholarly work. In the next two chap-
ters, Schimmelpenninck examines the Oriental Faculty at St. Petersburg University looking fi rst 
at its origins and then its heyday from the 1860s onward when it stood as Russia’s preeminent 
center for the study of the East. While acknowledging the ties linking the Oriental Faculty to the 
state, Schimmelpenninck emphasizes its scholarly orientation and the steadfast resistance of its 
professors, regardless of their political views, to any attempt to subjugate the scholarly pursuit of 
knowledge to the practical needs of the Empire. 

 Turning back to the arts in chapter 9, Schimmelpenninck probes the ways in which fi n de 
siècle artists expressed the idea of an affi  nity between Russia and Asia. Among the fi rst to embrace 
this theme was the composer Pavel Borodin who, in his opera  Prince Igor , explored the notion of 
Russia as a fusion between East and West. Silver Age writers such as Vladimir Solov’ev, Andrei 
Belyi and Alexander Blok took this theme in an apocalyptic direction, envisioning impending 
doom at the hands of Asiatic hordes yet placing the Russians squarely in their midst: if there was 
to be an apocalypse it would be from within. In his concluding chapter, Schimmelpenninck 
reiterates the multiplicity of perspectives on Asia and Asiatics in Russian culture. He does not 
deny the strongly negative views espoused by Slavophiles and Westernizers alike who concurred 
in their association of the East with backwardness, corruption and immobility. Yet there were 
always exceptions--indiviudals who recognized and celebrated Russia’s eastern roots, from the 
Slavophile Alexei Khomiakov, to Alexander Herzen the Westernizer. Scholars such as Vasilii 
Grigor’ev, Vasilii Stasov, Nikolai Veselovskii and Baron Victor Rozen took up the theme of 
Russia in Asia (and vice versa) and imprinted the notion of Russia’s Asiatic origins with the 
stamp of scholarly legitimacy. As a foil to the mechanistic rationalism of Western modernity, the 
idea of Russia as an Asiatic civilization rapidly gained force fueled by the writers and artists of the 
Silver Age and reaching its culmination in the historical and cultural theories of the Eurasianists. 
Th e revival of Eurasianist thinking in post-Soviet Russia and the immense popularity of writers 
such as Lev Gumilev (whom, surprisingly, Schimmelpenninck does not mention) remind us that 
these ideas remain a potent force in the present day. 

 Schimmelpenninck recounts the story of Russian Orientalism with economy, vigor and a 
sharp eye for exemplary detail. His vivid portraits and thoughtful analysis make the book a 
pleasure to read. While its approach is by no means simplistic  Russian Orientalism  should 
be accessible to the well informed general reader and is eminently suited for use with under-
graduates. Specialists may fi nd the work slightly less edifying. It does not appear that 
Schimmelpenninck engaged in signifi cant archival research, and scholars already familiar with 
this material will fi nd little that is fundamentally new. Still, given the breadth of the topic and 
the author’s love of biographical detail there are more than enough intriguing morsels to reward 
readers on all levels. 
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 Schimmelpenninck provides ample evidence to support his argument regarding the complex-
ity of Russian Orientalism. But by refusing to engage the Saidian paradigm in theoretical terms, 
he leaves himself open to criticism. Proponents of Said may well say that Schimmelpenninck is 
missing the point: what is important is not whether one or another scholar, painter or poet had 
positive or negative things to say about Asian peoples, but rather the underlying dynamics of 
power inherent in the very act of representation. It might also be pointed out that Schimmel-
penninck’s narrative is thinnest precisely in its discussions of actual imperial contexts—the areas 
in which a postcolonialist approach might be most fruitfully applied. Putting aside these criti-
cisms, which have been addressed elsewhere, I, for one, am satisfi ed that Schimmelpenninck has 
succeeded in undermining the notion of an all-encompassing discursively constructed image of 
the East in Russian culture intrinsically implicated in imperial domination. In its place, he 
invites the reader to view individual scholars and artists as autonomous agents whose thought 
was informed but not determined by the broader ideological and discursive context. For this 
alone, his book represents a substantial and welcome contribution to the on-going discussion on 
Russian Orientalism. 

 Nathaniel Knight 
 Seton Hall University 

 South Orange, New Jersey, USA      
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Schimmelpenninck	  van	  der	  Oye,	  David.	  Russian	  Orientalism:	  Asia	  in	  the	  Russian	  Mind	  from	  
Peter	  the	  Great	  to	  the	  Emigration.	  New	  Haven:	  Yale	  University	  Press,	  2010.	  xii	  +	  298	  pp.	  
$40.00.	  ISBN	  978-‐0-‐300-‐11063-‐0.	  
	  
Can	  we	  speak	  of	  a	  Russian	  Orientalism?	  This	  is	  the	  driving	  question	  behind	  David	  Schimmelpenninck	  
van	  der	  Oye’s	  new	  book	  revisiting	  the	  rise	  of	  Russia’s	  relations	  with	  points	  east,	  points	  south,	  and	  
perhaps	  most	  importantly,	  its	  own	  diverse	  population.	  He	  sets	  out	  to	  do	  so	  by	  looking	  both	  at	  the	  
rise	  of	  vostokovedenie	  as	  a	  field	  as	  well	  as	  a	  variety	  of	  artifacts	  of	  Russian	  culture	  and	  history,	  from	  
the	  early	  chronicles	  through	  1917.	  
	  
The	  project	  covers	  a	  remarkably	  wide	  swath,	  beginning	  with	  accounts	  of	  “Pechenegs”	  and	  
“Polovtsy”	  encountered	  in	  the	  days	  of	  Kievan	  Rus',	  a	  fine	  reading	  of	  The	  Song	  of	  Igor’s	  Campaign,	  
twelfth-‐century	  pilgrimages	  to	  the	  Holy	  Land	  by	  Igumen	  Daniil,	  and	  the	  extensive	  travels	  through	  
India	  of	  the	  fifteenth-‐century	  merchant	  Afanasii	  Nikitin.	  Throughout	  the	  book,	  the	  author	  pays	  
welcome	  attention	  to	  frequently	  overlooked	  instances	  when	  diplomats,	  scholars,	  and	  travelers	  
demonstrated	  appreciation	  for,	  rather	  than	  the	  more	  garden-‐variety	  dismissals	  of,	  new	  worlds.	  A	  
particularly	  good	  example	  is	  Dimitrie	  Cantemir’s	  early	  eighteenth-‐century	  work,	  The	  System	  of	  
Religion	  and	  Conditions	  of	  the	  Turkish	  Empire,	  where	  the	  erudite	  Moldavian	  “represented	  Islamic	  
texts	  without	  too	  much	  editorializing	  and	  reminded	  his	  reader	  that	  ‘Eastern	  peoples	  are	  in	  no	  way	  
inferior	  to	  Westerners’”	  (pp.	  40–41).	  Further	  chapters	  track	  Catherine	  II’s	  kitaishchina,	  Pushkin’s	  
engagement	  with	  the	  Caucasus,	  the	  rise	  of	  orientology	  through	  the	  building	  of	  the	  Kazan'	  school,	  
and	  later	  institutional	  developments	  in	  St.	  Petersburg.	  The	  book	  relies	  on	  published	  sources	  rather	  
than	  archival	  work,	  and	  its	  felicitous	  style	  recommends	  it	  as	  a	  highly	  accessible	  introduction	  to	  
Russia’s	  Eastern	  Question.	  
	  
Narratively,	  what	  holds	  the	  book	  together	  is	  a	  focus	  on	  the	  rich	  personalities	  of	  the	  age,	  notably	  
the	  dashing	  Mirza	  Aleksandr	  Kazem-‐Bek,	  Osip	  Kovalevskii,	  Nikolai	  Il'minskii,	  Sergei	  Oldenburg,	  
and	  the	  founding	  dean	  of	  Russian	  Sinology,	  Father	  Hyacinth.	  A	  particularly	  good	  passage	  comes	  in	  
the	  interpretation	  of	  the	  Oriental	  cycles	  of	  Vasilii	  Vereshchagin	  (a	  point	  where	  the	  absence	  of	  
illustrations	  in	  the	  book	  is	  perhaps	  most	  keenly	  felt).	  To	  be	  faithful	  to	  the	  scope	  of	  Russian	  experiences	  
of	  the	  East,	  the	  book	  takes	  up	  artworks,	  popular	  accounts,	  and	  formal	  studies	  of	  Turkey,	  Persia,	  the	  
Caucasus,	  Central	  Asia,	  Islam,	  Siberia,	  Buddhism,	  and	  China.	  While	  such	  breadth	  limits	  the	  depth	  
of	  the	  author’s	  analytical	  engagement	  with	  each	  area	  or	  tradition,	  it	  also	  ultimately	  informs	  the	  
book’s	  summing	  statements	  that	  no	  defining	  tradition	  might	  be	  wrought	  of	  such	  a	  diverse	  set	  of	  
peoples,	  places,	  and	  practices.	  
	  
When	  Schimmelpenninck	  van	  der	  Oye	  does	  venture	  into	  the	  more	  formal	  work	  of	  Russian	  
scholars,	  he	  is	  quick	  to	  contend	  that	  “this	  did	  not	  mean	  that	  the	  scholars	  who	  studied	  the	  East	  ...	  saw	  
themselves	  as	  handmaidens	  of	  tsarist	  imperialism.	  ...	  What	  impassioned	  the	  orientologists	  on	  the	  
Neva	  was	  not	  how	  to	  conquer	  or	  rule	  the	  East	  but	  such	  questions	  as	  the	  origins	  of	  Mahayana	  
Buddhism,	  pre-‐Islamic	  Arabic	  poetry,	  or	  Kushite	  inscriptions	  on	  ancient	  coins”	  (p.	  198).	  This	  is	  an	  
argument	  that	  recalls	  the	  work	  of	  Talal	  Asad,	  among	  others,	  who	  observed	  many	  years	  back	  how	  
links	  between	  scholarship	  and	  colonialism	  have	  long	  been	  greatly	  exaggerated:	  while	  it	  is	  clear	  that	  
scholars	  gained	  significantly	  from	  their	  colonial	  sponsors,	  there	  is	  far	  less	  evidence	  that	  those	  same	  
sponsors	  spent	  much	  time	  staying	  up	  late	  reading	  academic	  books.	  
Bruce	  Grant,	  New	  York	  University	  



Schimmelpenninck van der Oye, David. Russian Orientalism: Asia in the Russian 
Mind from Peter the Great to the Emigration. Yale University Press, New 
Haven, CT and London, 2010. xii + 298 pp. Notes. Index. £25.00.

Edward Said’s ill-judged exclusion of the Russian Empire from his study of 
the unequal intellectual relationship between Europe and Asia has proved 
both a blessing and a curse for historians of Russian imperialism. On the one 
hand, it has contributed to the very late development of a postcolonial sensi-
bility in this fi eld, as some scholars have persisted with the Soviet-era line that 
an assimilationist Russia was not a colonial power. On the other hand, the 
absence of any canonical text to be either worshipped or refuted has allowed 
historians of Russia to develop their own, more subtle models for examining 
cultural imperialism, which may one day turn out to be more useful than 
Said’s, not just for Russia, but also for the other European empires. Whilst 
there have been a number of excellent articles on the subject (some of them 
earlier versions of chapters here), Russian Orientalism is the best general book-
length contribution to this debate to have appeared so far. Schimmelpenninck 
van der Oye is venturing into territory often characterized by incomprehen-
sible jargon and bad-tempered polemic, and thankfully eschews both. This 
elegantly-written, even-handed study instead seeks to give an empirical 
account of Russia’s intellectual relationship with Asia since the late seven-
teenth century. Pulled towards Europe by her Christian faith, and towards 
Asia by the legacy of the Mongol conquest, ‘Russia looked at the East through 
many lenses. This book focuses on two of them, Orientology (vostokovedenie) and 
culture’ (p. 10) 

Whilst the fi rst of these two ‘lenses’ is manageable and well-defi ned, it is 
also located within the latter, which is vast, amorphous and altogether too 
gigantic a subject for a volume of this relatively modest size. The best sections 
of the book are accordingly those which look at the work of academic 
Orientalists (I understand Schimmelpenninck van der Oye’s desire to eschew 
this term, thanks to the pejorative connotations it has acquired, but I still 
believe that it can be rehabilitated) and the development of the discipline of 
Oriental Studies in Russia. The chapters on the ‘Kazan School’, ‘Missionary 
Orientology’ and the fl owering of the Oriental Faculty of St Petersburg 
University in the late nineteenth century are outstanding intellectual history, 
rigorous and carefully researched, but also animated by a keen eye for human 
detail and a gently humorous tone. Some characters leap off the page, notably 
the merry Chuvash missionary, Iakinf Bichurin, the founder of Russian 
Sinology, and the Russifi ed Pole Osip Senkovskii, the fi rst Professor of Arabic 
at St Petersburg University, whose acid pen outraged both high society and 
his academic colleagues elsewhere in Europe. Alongside these fi gures, more 
staid but equally distinguished scholars such as Baron Viktor Rosen and 
Sergei Oldenburg also receive detailed attention, and the book provides a 
valuable account of the institutional development of Russian Orientalism 
within the academy, fi rst at Kazan´ University and then in St Petersburg.

Regrettably, but understandably, Schimmelpenninck van der Oye is unable 
to bring the same level of detail to his examination of all the other various 
cultural ramifi cations of Russia’s complex relationship with the Orient. The 



sections on the Romantic response of writers such as Pushkin and Lermontov 
to the landscape and people of the Caucasus, on the obsession of the poets 
and writers of St Petersburg’s Silver Age with Russia’s supposed ‘Mongol’ 
identity, and on the fantasies of the émigré ‘Eurasianists’ have little new 
to add to the vast quantity of earlier work on the subject. Some of the 
individual cameos, in particular his description of the career and paintings 
of Vasilii Vereshchagin (pp. 74–91) and of the life and works of the composer 
Alexander Borodin (pp. 204–10) are much more detailed, but overall the 
coverage is inevitably somewhat imbalanced. However, it suffi ces to give some 
general background to the book’s main aim of charting the development 
of Orientalism as a discipline, so this does not detract too greatly from its 
value.

The entertaining narrative, character descriptions and analysis of paintings, 
literary works and scholarship inform an argument about the nature of 
Russian Orientalism that is developed from chapter to chapter. Whilst many 
Russian writers and thinkers (particularly missionaries) were hostile to Asians 
and to non-Christians and considered the ‘Orient’ to be separate from 
Russian civilization, Schimmelpenninck van der Oye argues that this never 
developed into a consistent ideology of ‘othering’. This was partly because a 
high proportion of early Russian orientalists were themselves of ‘Oriental’ 
origin, notably Mirza Alexander Kazem-Bek, a Persian from Resht who was 
converted to Christianity by Scottish missionaries in Astrakhan and eventu-
ally became a Professor at Kazan´ University. It was also because of the com-
plex identity of outwardly Russian fi gures such as Borodin, the illegitimate son 
of a Georgian prince who also had Tatar ancestors. Whilst his In the Steppes of 
Central Asia, with its classically Orientalist phrasing and underlying narrative 
of Russian imperial conquest, might seem to be a textbook example of the 
exoticization and subjugation of the Orient, the composer’s own mixed 
heritage complicates this somewhat, although perhaps not as much as 
Schimmelpenninck van der Oye suggests (p. 200).

Whilst overall the argument that the Russian view of Asia was ambivalent 
and almost never consistently hostile is convincing, the same could also be said 
of British, French or German Orientalism. One of the major failings of Said’s 
original work, apart from his failure to consider either Germany or Russia, 
was his view of Occidental Culture as a monolith, always sure of itself 
and certain of what it was not. This was never true for any part of Europe. 
Equally it is rare for scholars to devote their lives to the study of subjects they 
dislike and despise, and there are clear parallels between (for instance) the 
critical attitude of the Indologist Sergei Oldenburg towards European colonial 
arrogance and the persecution of Russia’s ethnic and religious minorities 
(p. 194), and that of the British Persianist Edward Granville Browne. Some 
more comparisons would have given a clearer impression of just what is dis-
tinctive about the Russian case. Furthermore, whilst he skilfully shows how 
many Russian intellectuals and scholars felt that the ‘Orient’ was somehow a 
part of their own make-up, and did not consider it to be a separate sphere, 
offi cial attitudes were generally very different. At various points (pp. 120, 197) 
Schimmelpenninck van der Oye acknowledges that the development of 
Oriental Studies in Russia was closely linked to the needs of the Russian state, 



with its rapidly expanding empire in Asia, something which does chime with 
key elements of Said’s original arguments. The personal hostility or indiffer-
ence of individual scholars to the imperial enterprise is less important than the 
use which the state can make of the knowledge they produce and the people 
they train in its colonial enterprises, and in this respect Russia would appear 
not only to conform to the Saidian paradigm, but — given the much greater 
role played by the state in intellectual life than in Western Europe — to do 
so more thoroughly than either Britain or France. It is probably true that 
less exalted institutions such as Moscow’s Lazarevskii Institute played a more 
important role than the Oriental faculties at Kazan´ and St Petersburg, but 
this is something that could have been explored further.

Those seeking a comprehensive theoretical contribution on the place of 
Russia in the debates surrounding Said’s Orientalism and postcolonial studies 
may be disappointed by this book, but it successfully avoids both tired clichés 
about Russian exceptionalism (of the kind provided by Orlando Figes in 
Natasha’s Dance, London, 2002) and the unquestioning application of Said’s 
ideas to the Russian case (as seen in Kalpana Sahni’s polemical Crucifying the 
Orient, Bangkok, 1997). Instead, Schimmelpenninck van der Oye has given us 
a volume which provides by far the most comprehensive history in English of 
the academic discipline of Orientalism in Russia, with an overall thesis on 
Russia’s relationship with Asia which, despite some limitations, is reasonable 
and convincing. Russian Orientalism is also very well-written, accessible and 
entertaining, and ought to appeal to a wider reading public beyond 
academia.

School of History Alexander Morrison
University of Liverpool
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commune. By August, however, the Union of Landowners faced a dilemma shared by oth-
ers. Prepared to adopt the organizational strategies of the new regime, they had enjoyed 
some success infl uencing the Provisional Government. It grew apparent, however, that this 
government was not strong enough to protect the elite’s most basic interests in the face 
of peasant activism.

What was true for landowners was even truer for offi cers. By 1917 they were a socially 
and politically diverse group. What united them were professional interests, chief among 
which were restoring the military’s fi ghting ability and saving Russia. To this end a num-
ber of offi cers’ organizations came into being, and Rendle is at his best dissecting them. 
Concerned not to provoke further anti-elite backlash, offi cers’ organizations nonetheless 
decried the government’s weakness. Some offi cers backed Kornilov’s coup in August. But 
Rendle demonstrates the lack of united support for an authoritarian government among 
many of these conservative organizations. He concludes that “the uncertainty among elites 
was crucial. It ensured the failure of the revolt” (234).

Rendle tracks Russia’s elite on the eve of its disintegration. In the process he painstak-
ingly describes the unions and leagues formed in 1917, which were halfway houses on the 
road to becoming byvshie liudi, so-called former people, or, more simply: individuals.

Susan P. Mccaffray

University of North Carolina, Wilmington

Russian Orientalism: Asia in the Russian Mind from Peter the Great to the Emigration. By David 
Schimmelpenninck van der Oye. New Haven: Yale University Press, 2010. xii, 298 pp. 
Notes. Index. $40.00, hard bound.

Russia’s “confusion” about its own “continental identity” (4) made it surprisingly sympa-
thetic rather than hostile to Asia and its eastern borderlands, argues David Schimmelpen-
ninck van der Oye in this wide-ranging history of Russian orientalism from the medieval 
era to 1917. Early East Slavic nobles often intermarried with Tatar families from the steppe, 
the administrative regulation of Islamic practices and its ecclesiastical hierarchy through 
the imperial era was comparatively tolerant, Catherine’s “Greek project” (the notion of the 
return of the southern frontier to its presumed Byzantine and Orthodox historic identity) 
was informed by a “playful equality” and “whimsical curiosity” (48), the famous creators of 
Russia’s literary Caucasus routinely blurred the boundaries between Russia and Asia, and 
painter Vasilii Vereshchagin possessed a civilizing mission in Central Asia that was some-
times critical of Russian expansion. In a stimulating chapter dedicated to Silver Age liter-
ary and cultural fi gures, the author describes a fascination with the east that recognized 
Russia’s own complicated and entangled history with its Asian borderlands. Russia’s long 
history of shared experience and interaction with the east contributed to a culture and 
eventually an academic orientalism comparatively free of the antipathy that the author 
claims scholars who address the topic expect to fi nd. The author’s diverse interests and 
broad learning inspires attention to church chronicles, literature, music, intellectual his-
tory, and painting. A vast chronological and geographic sweep cannot be entirely original, 
of course, and readers will recognize within his work the voices of a diverse collection of 
scholars, among them Charles Halperin, Richard Wortman, Robert Crews, Thomas Bar-
rett, Susan Layton, and Daniel Brower.

Less convincing is the author’s portrayal of academic orientalism. Schimmelpenninck 
van der Oye wants to show that individual scholars (Mirza A. K. Kazem-Bek, O. M. Kova-
levskii, N. I. Il�minskii, N. I Bichurin, V. P. Vasil�ev, V. R. Rosen, S. F. Oldenburg) and the 
institutions (Kazan� University, St. Petersburg University’s Faculty of Oriental Languages) 
that sponsored them were often inspired by curiosity and a “distinctly unpractical thirst 
for pure knowledge” (43). Their work can thus be appreciated in a “neutral, pre-Saidian 
sense, much as Russians understand . . . vostokoved (orientologist)” (11). This effort results 
in a series of biographical vignettes of scholars, a method also common in Soviet stud-
ies of the topic, which illuminates their personal experiences, interests, and educational 
pathways but avoids the larger issues of Russian imperial expansion, the settlement of the 
frontier, interconfessional relations, and so on. Greater attention to archival research and 
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regional history would perhaps make these connections more obvious to the author. Im-
perial administrators, military offi cers, ethnographers, and others in the Russian border-
lands were engaged in the same world of debate as the scholars as they attempted to shape 
the religious education of the ulama, identify customary legal practices, limit “apostasy” 
(the return of baptized small peoples to Islam) in the Middle Volga, or “restore” Chris-
tianity to the North Caucasus. Contributions to newspapers in towns such as Tbilisi and 
Orenburg, or to the many publications of the vast Imperial Russian Geographic Society, 
routinely illustrate the intersecting concerns of scholarship and imperial administration 
on the frontier. Schimmelpenninck van der Oye’s argument about orientalists as scholars 
rather than colonizers is reasonable, but his reluctance to situate academic debate within 
its social context runs the risk of trivializing his own subject matter.

The author concludes with an interesting discussion of “Eurasian” trends in Russian 
culture and politics but skips the Soviet period without explanation. Some of Schimmel-
penninck van der Oye’s insights into the imperial era might be usefully applied to Soviet-
era orientalism. The expansion of the socialist world into China in the 1950s allowed Soviet 
scholars the chance to extend their interests in the Russian frontier to China. “Whereas 
most Western Europeans approached China from the sea, Russians typically traveled to 
the Middle Kingdom via Mongolia” (150), the author notes of the earlier era. In the Soviet 
era as well, however, scholars (and embassy offi cials) such as S. L. Tikhvinskii were simul-
taneously engaged in the study of both Mongolian and Chinese history and culture. Soviet 
orientalists perhaps continued to contribute to a tradition of writing about Asia unique 
in its comparative sympathy and closeness to the topic at hand. They also tended to be 
signifi cantly connected to state power and the management of intrabloc relations in the 
socialist world, routinely moving from research institutes and universities to embassies and 
the international department of the central committee. Schimmelpenninck van der Oye 
romanticizes a bygone imperial era of supposed scholarly detachment, distant from the 
politics of both the Soviet Union and the American academy.

Austin Jersild

Old Dominion University

Die eurasische Bewegung: Wissenschaft und Politik in der russischen Emigration der Zwischen-
kriegszeit und im postsowjetischen Russland. By Stefan Wiederkehr. Beiträge zur Ges-
chichte Osteuropas, vol. 39. Cologne: Böhlau Verlag, 2007. 398 pp. Notes. Bibliogra-
phy. Index. Illustrations. Tables. Map. €49.90, hard bound.

Long relegated to the dustbin of Russian intellectual history, Eurasianism is enjoying a re-
naissance. The notion that greater Russia, or “Eurasia,” is a separate continent combining 
both European and Asian elements briefl y fl ourished in émigré circles during the 1920s 
before fading into obscurity. In the aftermath of the Soviet Union’s collapse, however, its 
notions of empire and aversion to the west have struck a chord among Russians nostalgic 
for superpower status. Die eurasiche Bewegung is therefore a welcome addition to the grow-
ing literature about this movement.

Originally written as a doctoral thesis at Zurich University, Stefan Wiederkehr’s mono-
graph provides a clear and relatively concise overview both of the ideology’s origins in the 
interwar years as well as its late- and post-Soviet incarnations. Taking up two-thirds of the 
text, the fi rst part nicely situates Eurasianism in the context of European political thought 
during the uncertain years after World War I. The movement originated in 1921 among 
a circle of young intellectuals recently exiled from revolutionary Russia who began pub-
lishing essays and books proclaiming their erstwhile homeland’s quasi-oriental identity—
much as Aleksandr Blok had famously done three years earlier when he announced, “We 
are Scythians and Asians too, with slanting eyes bespeaking greed” (“The Scythians,” 1918).

Wiederkehr explains that Eurasianism shared a deep hostility for bourgeois lib-
eral democracy with contemporaries on the extreme right and left. Indeed, as the au-
thor convincingly demonstrates, the Eurasianists were ideological cousins both of Benito 
Mussolini’s fascists and Vladimir Lenin’s Bolsheviks. Some of its members even advocated 
a rapprochement with the new Soviet order toward the end of the 1920s, but by then 
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Afficher l'image
La discussion sur la nature profonde de l’âme russe est ouverte depuis longtemps. Où

se positionne la Russie dans le monde ? Est-elle européenne ou asiatique, ou plutôt une
synthèse des deux continents ? Quelle est l’attitude adoptée par la Russie par rapport à
l’Extrême et au Moyen-Orient tout au long de son histoire ? Dans quelle mesure le
courant orientaliste européen a-t-il influencé la pensée russe au XIXe siècle ? Le livre
Orientalism du théoricien de la littérature Edward Said, paru en 1978, offrait une
première réponse aux questions relatives au rapport entre le monde occidental et l'Asie.
Selon Said, l’Occident a toujours étudié l’Orient dans le seul but de l’oppresser. Ainsi,
les efforts russes d’explorer, de comprendre et d’étudier l’Orient, n’auraient servi que le
seul objectif impérialiste. Cet ouvrage, par ailleurs fortement controversé, est considéré
comme le texte fondateur des études postcoloniales. Dès le début de son livre, le
professeur d’histoire russe, David Schimmelpenninck, affiche clairement son opposition
aux idées de Said et c’est en réponse au livre de ce dernier qu’il a écrit Russian
Orientalism.

1

Ce livre offre une analyse des relations entre la Russie et l’Orient depuis Pierre le
Grand jusqu’à la Révolution de 1917 par l’étude de l’orientologie scientifique, la
littérature, l’art, la musique, la culture matérielle et l’orthodoxie. Pour chacun de ses
thèmes, Schimmelpenninck se concentre sur les biographies et les productions
scientifiques ou artistiques d’un certain nombre d’intellectuels, d’artistes, d’écrivains et
de compositeurs, russes et étrangers. Sur base de ses analyses, l'historien démontre
que, contrairement à ce que prétend Said, les Européens comme les Russes regardaient
l’Orient de façon plus pacifique et qu’ils étaient bien souvent poussés par la curiosité et
la soif de connaissance. De plus, afin de mieux comprendre leur histoire et leur
personnalité, les Russes ont découvert l’importance de l’héritage asiatique. Mais ils ne
se sont intéressés à l’Orient qu’à partir du moment où elle se considérait comme pays
européen, c’est-à-dire à partir des règnes de Pierre le Grand et de Catherine II. Au XIXe

siècle, pour s’afficher ouvertement dans le concert des nations européennes dans
lesquelles la mode était à l’orientalisme, la Russie suivit également cette voie.
Schimmelpenninck reconnaît que la vision russe de l’Orient était alors entièrement
influencée par la pensée ouest-européenne, mais il tient à mettre en évidence la
spécificité et l’ambiguïté des relations entre la Russie et l’Orient, à cause de son histoire
et sa géographie. Après certains événements historiques, comme la Révolution
française, la Russie comprit qu’elle ne pouvait continuer à imiter l’Europe, mais qu’elle
devait suivre son propre chemin et que l’Orient pouvait lui apporter certaines
connaissances dans sa quête identitaire, sans pour autant se définir comme asiatique.

2

L’œuvre de Schimmelpenninck, très fournie en exemples et descriptions hautement3
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L’œuvre de Schimmelpenninck, très fournie en exemples et descriptions hautement
détaillées de quelques ouvrages sur le thème oriental, attire l’attention du lecteur sur
certains poèmes de Aleksandr Sergeevi! Pu!kin ou des tableaux du peintre orientaliste
Vasilij Vasi"evi! Vere!!agin, qui sont comme des oasis artistiques au milieu de l’analyse
scientifique. Russian Orientalism se montre fort agréable à lire et très accessible. De
plus, chaque chapitre se termine par une récapitulation courte et claire du thème
étudié, ce qui augmente encore la lisibilité de l'œuvre. Russian Orientalism permet
d’apporter de nouveaux éléments à l’idée d’âme russe, souvent caractérisée comme
mystérieuse. Comme l’affirme Schimmelpenninck, cette âme se nourrit de la culture, la
nature et de la lourde histoire de deux continents.
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             David Schimmelpenninck van der Oye,  Russian Orientalism: Asia in the Russian Mind from Peter 
the Great to the Emigration  (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2010). 312 pp., 
 $40.00 (hb), ISBN 978-0-300-11063-0.  

 “Th e East is a subtle aff air.” Th is catch phrase from Vladimir Motyl’s iconic Soviet fi lm of the 
1960s, the  White Sun of the Desert , serves, in a sense, as the leitmotif for David Schimmelpenninck 
van der Oye’s new study of Russian views of Asia. Rather than reconstruct a single hegemonic 
discourse of the East in Russian culture, Schimmelpenninck emphasizes the ambivalence and 
multiplicity of Russian views, rooted in large measure in Russia’s own contested identity. Th e 
result is an engaging and insightful study that vividly brings to light Russia’s multifaceted Eastern 
entanglements. 

 Not surprisingly, Schimmelpenninck takes as his starting point Edward Said’s infl uential 
work,  Orientalism,  as well as more recent debates on the applicability of a Saidian approach in 
the Russian context. While acknowledging the importance of Said’s contribution, Schimnel-
penninck refuses to accept the derogatory connotation of the term Orientalism propagated by 
Said and the related assumption of a uniform orientalist discourse. Rather than engaging in 
theoretical debates, however, Schimmelpenninck off ers a lively historical account of the indi-
viduals and ideas that constituted Russian orientalism. 

 Schimmelpenninck defi nes the scope of his topic along much the same lines as Said. 
Orientalism, for both, is an enterprise of imagination and representation fi nding expression in 
the arts and scholarship as well as political thought. Th us, while the center of gravity in 
Schimmelpenninck’s study falls clearly within the realm of what he terms “orientology,” the 
scholarly study of Eastern languages, history and culture ( vostokovedenie  in Russian), his work 
is not a comprehensive history of an academic fi eld. Key fi gures in Russian Turkology, 
(V. V. Barthold, V. V. Radlov and E. A. Malov, to name a few) are given scant attention, for 
example, while long and quite interesting discussions are devoted to artists, composers, philoso-
phers and writers. But if Schimmelpenninck delineates the confi nes of orientalism in roughly 
Saidian terms, he resolutely resists Said’s contention that these pursuits are part and parcel 
of a common enterprise devoted to the marginalization, domination and subjugation of the 
oriental “other”. 

  Russian Orientalism  is divided into thematically framed chapters organized more or less 
chronologically. Schimmelpenninck sets the scene by investigating what the forbearers of mod-
ern Russia from Kievan Rus’ through the Muscovite period knew and thought about their east-
ern neighbors: notwithstanding the inherent biases, Schimmelpenninck fi nds evidence of 
interaction and relatively tolerant attitudes. In Chapter 2, Schimmelpenninck reviews the fi rst 
scholarly investigations of the East during the reign of Peter the Great. Skipping over the mid-
18 th  century, Schimmelpenninck concentrates in Chapter 3 on the extraordinary vogue for ori-
ental images and artifacts during the reign of Catherine the Great. Even at a time when Russian 
elites most strongly identifi ed themselves with European culture, they continued to view the 
Orient as “an object of wonder, amusement and beauty.”(59) By the nineteenth century, as 
Schimmelpenninck describes in Chapter 4, this fascination with the East had developed into a 
potent source of artistic and literary inspiration. But unlike their Western counterparts, Russian 
writers and artists drew on an awareness of Russia’s own eastern roots producing works that were 
often surprisingly nuanced and sympathetic. 

 Having explored images of Asia in the creative imagination, Schimmelpenninck turns back 
in the mid section of the book to the realm of academic Orientology. Chapter 5 focuses on the 
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rise of Oriental studies at Kazan University, a major center whose prominence was abruptly 
curtailed in 1854 when the decision was made to consolidate the study of Asia in St. Petersburg. 
Chapter 6 looks at Oriental studies in the context of missionary work in the Russian Orthodox 
Church. Few missionaries, of course, had as deep a sympathy for Asian cultures as Father Iakinf 
Bichurin, the renegade monk whose exploits “going native” while head of the Russian 
Ecclesiastical Mission in Beijing brought both condemnation from the Church and interna-
tional acclaim as one of the founding fathers of Russian Sinology. But even the famous Nikolai 
Il’minsky, founder of the network of missionary schools for Russia’s ethnic minorities, whose 
hostility to Islam later in life was legendary, showed surprising balance and tolerance toward 
Islam in his early years when he produced the bulk of his scholarly work. In the next two chap-
ters, Schimmelpenninck examines the Oriental Faculty at St. Petersburg University looking fi rst 
at its origins and then its heyday from the 1860s onward when it stood as Russia’s preeminent 
center for the study of the East. While acknowledging the ties linking the Oriental Faculty to the 
state, Schimmelpenninck emphasizes its scholarly orientation and the steadfast resistance of its 
professors, regardless of their political views, to any attempt to subjugate the scholarly pursuit of 
knowledge to the practical needs of the Empire. 

 Turning back to the arts in chapter 9, Schimmelpenninck probes the ways in which fi n de 
siècle artists expressed the idea of an affi  nity between Russia and Asia. Among the fi rst to embrace 
this theme was the composer Pavel Borodin who, in his opera  Prince Igor , explored the notion of 
Russia as a fusion between East and West. Silver Age writers such as Vladimir Solov’ev, Andrei 
Belyi and Alexander Blok took this theme in an apocalyptic direction, envisioning impending 
doom at the hands of Asiatic hordes yet placing the Russians squarely in their midst: if there was 
to be an apocalypse it would be from within. In his concluding chapter, Schimmelpenninck 
reiterates the multiplicity of perspectives on Asia and Asiatics in Russian culture. He does not 
deny the strongly negative views espoused by Slavophiles and Westernizers alike who concurred 
in their association of the East with backwardness, corruption and immobility. Yet there were 
always exceptions--indiviudals who recognized and celebrated Russia’s eastern roots, from the 
Slavophile Alexei Khomiakov, to Alexander Herzen the Westernizer. Scholars such as Vasilii 
Grigor’ev, Vasilii Stasov, Nikolai Veselovskii and Baron Victor Rozen took up the theme of 
Russia in Asia (and vice versa) and imprinted the notion of Russia’s Asiatic origins with the 
stamp of scholarly legitimacy. As a foil to the mechanistic rationalism of Western modernity, the 
idea of Russia as an Asiatic civilization rapidly gained force fueled by the writers and artists of the 
Silver Age and reaching its culmination in the historical and cultural theories of the Eurasianists. 
Th e revival of Eurasianist thinking in post-Soviet Russia and the immense popularity of writers 
such as Lev Gumilev (whom, surprisingly, Schimmelpenninck does not mention) remind us that 
these ideas remain a potent force in the present day. 

 Schimmelpenninck recounts the story of Russian Orientalism with economy, vigor and a 
sharp eye for exemplary detail. His vivid portraits and thoughtful analysis make the book a 
pleasure to read. While its approach is by no means simplistic  Russian Orientalism  should 
be accessible to the well informed general reader and is eminently suited for use with under-
graduates. Specialists may fi nd the work slightly less edifying. It does not appear that 
Schimmelpenninck engaged in signifi cant archival research, and scholars already familiar with 
this material will fi nd little that is fundamentally new. Still, given the breadth of the topic and 
the author’s love of biographical detail there are more than enough intriguing morsels to reward 
readers on all levels. 
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 Schimmelpenninck provides ample evidence to support his argument regarding the complex-
ity of Russian Orientalism. But by refusing to engage the Saidian paradigm in theoretical terms, 
he leaves himself open to criticism. Proponents of Said may well say that Schimmelpenninck is 
missing the point: what is important is not whether one or another scholar, painter or poet had 
positive or negative things to say about Asian peoples, but rather the underlying dynamics of 
power inherent in the very act of representation. It might also be pointed out that Schimmel-
penninck’s narrative is thinnest precisely in its discussions of actual imperial contexts—the areas 
in which a postcolonialist approach might be most fruitfully applied. Putting aside these criti-
cisms, which have been addressed elsewhere, I, for one, am satisfi ed that Schimmelpenninck has 
succeeded in undermining the notion of an all-encompassing discursively constructed image of 
the East in Russian culture intrinsically implicated in imperial domination. In its place, he 
invites the reader to view individual scholars and artists as autonomous agents whose thought 
was informed but not determined by the broader ideological and discursive context. For this 
alone, his book represents a substantial and welcome contribution to the on-going discussion on 
Russian Orientalism. 

 Nathaniel Knight 
 Seton Hall University 

 South Orange, New Jersey, USA      
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